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This dissertation will consider the sound radiation from forward-facing steps and a three
dimensional cylindrical embossment of very low aspect ratio mounted on a plate. Glegg et al (2014)
outlined a theory for predicting the sound radiation from separated flows and applied the method
to predicting the sound from forward-facing steps. In order to validate this theory it has been applied
to the results of Catlett et al (2014) and Ji and Wang (2010). This validation study revealed that the
original theory could be adjusted to include a mixed scaling which gives a better prediction. RANS
simulations have been performed and used to support the similarities between the forward-facing
step and the cylindrical embossment. The simulations revealed that the cylindrical embossment
exhibits a separation zone similar to that of the forward-facing step. This separation zone has been
shown to be the dominant source of noise on the forward-facing step in previous works and
therefore was expected to be the major source of sound from the cylindrical embossment. The
sensitivity of this separation zone to the different parameters of the flow has been investigated by
performing several simulations with different conditions and geometries.
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The separation zone was seen to be independent of Reynolds number based on boundary
layer thickness but was directly dependent on the height of the cylinder. The theory outlined in
Glegg et al (2014) was then reformulated for use with a cylindrical embossment and the predictions
have been compared with wind tunnel measurements. The final predictions show good agreement
with the wind tunnel measurements and the far-field sound shows a clearly defined directionality
that is similar to an axial dipole at low frequencies.
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Part I: Introduction
1. INTRODUCTION

Motivation

When a fluid in motion interacts with a surface the flow will develop a boundary layer along the
surface. As this boundary layer grows it will become turbulent and this turbulence will cause
pressure fluctuations on the surface. The pressure fluctuations are due to the very fast and random
movement of individual fluid particles in the volume of the flow. If the flow meets a hydrodynamically significant discontinuity on the surface then the flow will change and, at high Reynolds
numbers, more turbulence may be produced. If this discontinuity is significant there may be
separation. Specifically, a sharp geometric corner such as a 2-dimensional forward-facing step will
cause separation of the flow and turbulence in the area of separation will be greatly intensified
causing sound to be generated. When the discontinuity is a 3-dimensional bluff body mounted on
a surface the mechanisms causing the separation and generation of turbulence can become more
complex. This is problematic for applications in both hydroacoustics and aeroacoustics when
airframe or vehicle surface noise are important because a bluff body mounted on the exterior of a
vehicle will generate additional noise.
This dissertation is concerned with the sound generated by a cylindrical embossment, which has a
diameter much greater than its height, mounted on a plate. This geometry is of interest because it
is similar to a forward-facing step when the cylinder radius tends to infinity and so a hypothesis for
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the behavior of the flow and the sound generating mechanisms can be made based on the simpler
case of a forward-facing step.
Using Curle’s theory and Lighthill’s acoustic analogy the sound from flow over surfaces can be
calculated. This is the underlying theory for calculating the sound radiation from forward-facing
steps. These concepts will be outlined in order to give a basic understanding of the background
theory. The problem of the forward-facing step will be described and the application of Curle’s
theory and Lighthill’s acoustic analogy along with the proper application of the Green’s function
to this problem will be given. The scaling of the sound from the forward-facing step will be
thoroughly investigated by applying the prediction scheme given by Glegg et al (2014) to the results
from Catlett et al (2014) and Ji and Wang (2010) which give sound spectra for several different
flows and geometries. Next, RANS simulations will be used to support the similarities between the
cylindrical embossment and the forward-facing step. The simulations will also be used to explore
the dependence of the separation zone on the cylindrical embossment to the parameters of the flow
and the size of the embossment. Finally, the prediction theory for forward-facing steps given by
Glegg et al (2014) will be converted for use with the cylindrical embossment and the predictions
will be compared with wind tunnel measurements.
Objectives

This dissertation will explore the regimes of the flow over a cylindrical embossment mounted on a
plate and investigate the mechanisms responsible for the generation of sound by the flow. The
results of this investigation will then be used to develop a method for predicting the sound caused
by the flow and compare the predictions with measured data. In order to fulfill these objectives the
following approach will be used.
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Determine the most effective scaling of the far-field sound: The most effective scaling of
the sound from the forward-facing step will be investigated by applying the prediction
theory from Glegg et al (2014) to the work of Catlett et al (2014) and Ji and Wang (2010).



Identify the contributing flow regimes: RANS simulations will be used to interpret the
regimes of the flow in the vicinity of the cylindrical embossment, identify the impact of
each on the sound radiation, and identify the dependence of these regimes on the initial
conditions and geometry of the flow.



Apply the sound prediction developed in Glegg et al (2014) for a forward-facing step to
the case of the cylindrical embossment.



Evaluate the prediction: The far-field sound predictions will be compared to measurements
taken in an anechoic flow facility to assess the accuracy of the prediction method.

Outline

Chapter 2 will review the existing literature that is relevant to the sound radiation from separated
flow, including studies of sound generated by steps, flow around cylinders, other three dimensional
objects, and sound generation from bluff bodies. Chapter 3 will provide the background theory for
predicting sound generated by flow over surfaces from a general perspective and outline the
mathematical tools needed to understand flow noise. Chapter 4 gives the background theory for
noise generated by forward-facing steps and describes the different flow regimes that contribute to
the sound field. Chapter 5 is an investigation into the scaling of sound from forward-facing steps
and defines the parameters of the flow that it will depend on. Chapter 6 gives an in depth description
of the flow around the cylindrical embossment using RANS simulations. The simulations are used
in an investigation of the dependence of the flow on its initial conditions and the geometry. Chapter
7 provides a detailed mathematical explanation of the sound radiation from forward facing steps
3

and how it is applied to the cylindrical embossment. Chapter 8 will discuss the results of each
investigation. Finally, chapter 9 will list the conclusions drawn from this study.
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2. LITERATURE SURVEY

Summary

Sound radiation from forward-facing steps has been studied extensively over the past 30 years. The
initial experimental work by Farabee and Casarella (1986) was followed by theoretical work by
Howe (1997) which aimed to achieve an in depth understanding of the physical mechanisms
producing sound. More recently numerical studies like Ji and Wang (2010) have been able to
simulate these flow mechanisms so that they can be visualized in great detail. The work of Catlett
(2010) showed that there is sound in the direction normal to the flow above the step which posed a
great deal of questions about the true directionality of the sound and Catlett et al (2014) found that
the ideal scaling of the sound is given by a mixed scaling which scales the sound level on the height
of the step and the frequencies on the boundary layer thickness. Studies of flow around cylinders
and other three-dimensional obstacles have been included in this review as these studies will give
context to the flow regimes that can be expected from the flow around the cylindrical embossment.
Also some studies of sound from bluff bodies will be presented. In this section these papers will be
reviewed and the current state of the art in predicting the sound from forward-facing steps will be
summarized.
Sound Radiation from Steps

Farabee and Casarella (1986) examined pressure fluctuations on both forward and backward facing
steps. Experiments were performed in an anechoic wind-tunnel and pressure fluctuations were
measured using flush mounted microphones. The Reynolds number for the forward facing step was
5

Reh = 2.1×10-4 and Reh =2.3×10-4 for the backward facing step where h = 1.27 cm. Hot-wire probes
were used to measure velocities and determine reattachment lengths. The reattachment lengths were
3-4 and 6-8 step heights for the forward and backward steps respectively. RMS measurements of
surface pressure fluctuation at the reattachment point were up to 10 times greater than those in
equilibrium flow for the forward step and 5 times greater for the backward step. RMS pressure
fluctuations decayed with increasing downstream distance from the reattachment point, but were
still greater than equilibrium as far as 15 step heights downstream. The flow had still not returned
to equilibrium at 72 step heights downstream. In the forward facing step significant fluctuations
occur upstream of the step as well. The large pressure fluctuations in the vicinity of the step were
attributed to the low-frequency content of the pressure spectrum. The conclusion drawn was the
importance of the upstream flow. The reluctance of the flow to return to equilibrium shows that
any perturbations in the upstream flow can have significant influence in the downstream region.
Farabee and Zoccola (1998) continued Farabee’s earlier work using the same parameters as those
used in Farabee and Casarella (1986) except that in addition to the backward step having h = 1.27
cm, two forward step heights were tested. The forward steps had heights of h = 0.76 cm and h =
1.4 cm. Also a second flow speed was used. The two flow speeds were U = 25.5 m/s and U = 40.7
m/s. In this study directional microphones were used to measure far-field sound radiation from the
steps. Surprisingly no radiation was detected from the backward facing step, but both of the forward
steps showed significant far-field sound radiation. It was shown that the sound radiation was
affected only slightly by the change in step height. However, the far-field spectra were shown to
be uniformly dependent on the freestream velocity.
Howe (1997) studied the interaction of a line vortex and a forward-facing step as the vortex is
convected over the step. Numerical methods were used to model vortex shedding from a vortex
sheet shed by the corner. The mean flow was modeled by the potential flow. The forcing on fluid
by the step caused by the unsteady drag on step was expressed in terms of the unsteady vorticity.
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It was determined that the sound radiation caused by a vortex in proximity to the step is dependent
on the distance between the vortex and the surface of the step. The radiation was shown to decrease
as the distance between step and vortex was increased. It was also shown that vorticity production
affects both the amplitude and phase of the sound.
Catlett (2010) measured far-field radiation from flow over several configurations of forward-facing
steps, backward steps, and gaps. Four directional microphones were placed over the step at different
angles from the vertical. The microphones were all placed at the same distance from the step
forming an arc of constant radius. One of the microphones was oriented approximately normal to
the top surface of the step. Surface pressure was also measured using flush mounted microphones.
Six different step heights with three different flow speeds were examined. The far-field sound
showed a clear dependence on step height with an increase of up to 3 dB between different heights.
It was shown that the data scaled on U7. The area just above the step was identified as the greatest
source of sound radiation. The sound was shown to have very little directionality.
Awasthi (2011) investigated downstream turbulence from flow over steps having heights
significantly less than the incoming boundary layer thickness in an anechoic wind-tunnel. Pressure
fluctuations at locations in the vicinity of the step and at large distances upstream and downstream
of the step were recorded using flush mounted surface microphones. Three step heights were chosen
with heights of 3.8%, 15%, and 60% of the boundary layer thickness. Two flow speeds of U = 30
m/s and U = 60 m/s were used for each of the three different heights. Results showed that
disturbances caused by the step convect very far downstream. The pressure spectrum profile
showing low-frequency dominance was clearly distinguishable at as much as 152 step heights
downstream. Eddies formed in the separation zone near the step showed the greatest influence on
the surface pressure at approximately 10 separation lengths downstream of the step. This effect was
shown to be a strong function of step height.
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Addad et al (2003) performed LES calculations on a forward-backward facing step pair
configuration. The flow had a Reynolds number of Reh = 1.7×105 with h = 50 mm. Reattachment
lengths, boundary layer profiles, and other data taken from the simulation showed good agreement
with Moss and Baker (1980) and also with Leclercq (2001). Linearized Euler equations were used
to calculate the sound propagation from the flow. The results from the sound calculation showed
an over estimation of the sound field by several dB. The cause of this discrepancy was cited as a
result of differing experimental conditions. The results showed formation of large coherent
structures with sizes in the order of h at the leading edge of the forward-backward step pair caused
by the separation of the free-shear layer. A correlation between these coherent structures and the
acoustic sources was found. The area at the leading edge was determined to have the largest
concentration of acoustic sources although other smaller sources were also noted in the areas both
upstream and downstream of the step pair.
In Ji and Wang (2010) a numerical algorithm is used to solve the incompressible Navier-Stokes
equations in conjunction with the dynamic Smagorinsky model of Germano (1991) with Lilly’s
modification (Lilly 1992) for flow over a forward-facing step and also a backward-facing step. The
pressure Poisson equation was solved to determine the instantaneous pressure values in the vicinity
of the step. The Reynolds number based on the step height and freestream velocity ranged from
21,000 to 328 as the step height was varied from 53% to 0.83% of the unperturbed boundary layer
thickness at the step. Results showed good agreement with Farabee and Casarella (1984, 1986).
The far-field sound was calculated using Lighthill’s theory with an approximate low-frequency
Green’s function for an acoustically compact step height. It was determined that the dominant
acoustic source was a stream wise dipole normal to the face of the step. This observation was made
under the assumption that sources on the top of the step would be negligible. They also reported
that the height of the step effects the sound radiation based on the acoustic source modification,
which is associated with the high vertical velocity up the face of the step.
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Slomski (2011) performed LES calculations in order to separate the individual sources of sound in
terms of the regions around the step. Sources of sound were separated into zones upstream and
downstream of the step. The far-field contributions from the individual regions were compared to
the total sound and the contribution from the step face alone was compared with the results of Ji
and Wang (2008). The results were also compared with measurements taken in the Anechoic Flow
Facility at the David Taylor Model Basin. The results were in good agreement with the wind tunnel
measurements and also showed that the step face was not the sole contributor to the far-field sound
as stated in Ji and Wang (2010). The conclusions stated that the area approximately 5h downstream
of the step is the region generating the majority of the far-field sound.
Hao et al (2012) studied the effect acoustically non-compact step height on sound generation from
flow over small forward-facing steps. The sound was computed by applying a boundary element
method to the results from Ji and Wang (2010), specifically, a hybrid method based on
incompressible LES and Lighthill’s acoustic analogy. The acoustic source functions were taken
from the LES simulation and the Lighthill equation in integral for was solved using a boundaryelement method. Results for three Mach numbers and two step heights were compared with results
from Ji and Wang (2010) which used a compact-step-height assumption. For large values of λ/h
there was good agreement between the two methods in predicting sound spectra and directivity,
where λ is the acoustic wavelength. In these cases the directivity was observed as a streamwise
oriented dipole. As the λ/h decreased discrepancies began to emerge. As the step was made less
and less compact the directivity became more asymmetric. For the smallest values of λ/h edgescattering was seen to be the dominant source mechanism which led to dips in the sound spectra,
multi-lobe directionality, and higher sound power levels. The conclusion drawn was that the
compact-step-height assumption was appropriate for underwater applications but less so for high
Mach number aerodynamic applications.
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Hao and Wang (2013) used LES simulation to study the effect of sweep angle on the noise
generation by small forward-facing steps. Increments of 15° from 0° to 45° were investigated for a
step that was 13% of the boundary layer thickness in flow with Re θ = 4755. Periodic boundaries
were used to create a pseudo-infinite step. The sweep was introduced by changing the angle of
incidence of the incoming flow which allowed the domain to remain rectangular which allows the
computational grid to remain orthogonal to the boundaries of the domain. For the same incoming
flow over the same step it was found that larger sweep angles had a lesser effect on the boundary
layer which produced weaker acoustic radiation. It was also shown that when the reattachment
length, mean step-normal velocity profile, and the surface-pressure and skin friction coefficients
are normalized on the component of the freestream velocity normal to the face of the step. This
suggested sweep-independence principle that states that the separated flow over the step scales on
the velocity normal to the step. The acoustic radiation and surface-pressure fluctuations were found
to be sweep independent for angles up to 30°. The theory described later in this dissertation will
rely heavily on this result.
Glegg et al (2014) discussed the scaling mechanisms for flow over a sharp corner. The study also
explores reduction of sound radiation and vortex shedding models via a simple dipole scaling law
which is non-linearly dependent on the strength of the shed vorticity. While this model was
developed for the general case of sharp corner separation, the methods were applied to the case of
the two-dimensional forward-facing step. It was argued that the self-noise generated by the step
was the dominant source of sound and this hypothesis was supported by results from Catlett et al
(2014). It was shown that that the unsteady surface pressure was described well by the simple
model and was proportional to the square of the circulation in the shed vorticity. The surface
pressure spectrum given by the model was compared with measurements and showed good
agreement. It was shown that the surface pressure was highly dependent on the mean height of the
vorticity above the step. When considering the sound radiation from the flow it was found that the
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loading on the individual surfaces of the step was not sensitive to the details of the flow. Measured
far-field spectra and predictions were in good agreement. Finally, it was stated that the primary
source of unsteady loading was the unsteady growth and fluctuation of the circulation zone
downstream of the forward-facing step.
Catlett et al (2014) performed wall jet measurements of the far-field sound spectra and surface
pressure spectra for several different step heights and some gap configurations as well. The results
are scaled on several sets of parameters and it was shown that the spectra are heavily dependent on
the step height and boundary layer thickness. The sound field was measured at several different
observer angles and was shown to exhibit very little directivity. A mixed-scaling normalization
scheme was introduced which collapsed the data so that the frequency was scaled on the boundary
layer thickness and local maximum velocity while the spectral levels scaled on the step height h
and the fifth power of the local maximum velocity. Also, it was shown that in the case of a gap, if
the backward-facing step had a greater height than the forward-facing step then only the backward
facing step would be heard and the inverse was true for the case where the forward step was of a
greater height.
Flow around Cylinders and 3-Dimensional Obstacles

Ogawa et al (1982) investigated the flow and diffusion around a cube on a flat surface in a field
study and in a wind tunnel experiment. The field study consisted of a cube with edges measuring
1.8 m on each edge in a large flat field with natural roughness given by rice crop stubs
approximately 5 cm in height. Sixty one small wind vanes were placed on the top and downstream
of cube along with an 8 m high meteorological pole with 5 cup anemometers. The wind tunnel
study was conducted in a large atmospheric diffusion wind tunnel. The test section was 2m×3m×
24m with wind speeds of 0.2 m/s to 10 m/s. The cube in the wind tunnel was 8 cm on each side.
The upstream surface roughness was given by plates 2 cm high by 6 cm wide arranged in staggered
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rows across the span of the bottom of the wind tunnel. Two more roughness elements were tested
with plates in the same configuration having heights of 4 cm and 6 cm. Sixty two small wind vanes
were set on the top of the cube and in the region downstream. Flow characteristics were also
measured using a two-color Laser-Doppler Anemometer (LDA). Different incoming wind angles
were tested by rotating the cubes. The results showed that the reattachment length downstream of
the obstacle was influenced by the wind direction and upwind flow conditions. An increase in
reattachment length was observed when the wind angle was increased. As upstream turbulence
intensity was increased the reattachment length decreased. The wind direction was found to be a
much stronger factor than the turbulence intensity. The wind tunnel experiment gave similar results
as the field study.
Sakamoto and Arie (1983) studied the vortex shedding frequency from flow past a vertical
rectangular prism and a vertical cylinder immersed in a turbulent boundary layer on a wall. Several
different aspect ratios were examined in the context of vortex shedding varying between 0.5 and 8
for the rectangular prism and between 1 and 8 for the circular cylinder. A separate set of aspect
ratios ranging from 1 to 5 was used to measure the effect of the parameter ℎ⁄𝛿 on the Strouhal
number. Hot-wire probes placed downstream were used to measure the vortex shedding and a
smoke-wire was used for visualization. Reynolds numbers for this experiment ranged between
𝑅𝑒𝜃 = 4128 and 7332. Results show that a prominent shedding frequency is visible from prisms
with aspect ratio above 1. For aspect ratios of 1 and lower no prominent frequency is found. This
is supported by the results from examining the relationship between aspect ratio and Strouhal
number, which was shown to increase as aspect ratio increased. The same fundamental results were
found for the circular cylinders. It was noted that in the graphs of aspect ratio versus Strouhal
number, the lines change to a less steep slope at about ℎ⁄𝑑 = 2 for the rectangular prisms and at
about 2.5 for the circular cylinders.
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Okamoto and Sunabashiri (1992) explored changes in vortex formation and the turbulent wake
from cylinders of finite aspect ratio mounted to a plate in a wind-tunnel. Six aspect ratios of 𝐻⁄𝐷 =
0.5, 1, 2, 4, 7, and 23.75 were used. The incoming boundary layer was approximately 4 mm giving
a boundary layer-to-height ratio of 𝛿 ⁄𝐻 = 0.11. The Reynolds numbers ranged between 𝑅𝑒𝐷 =
2.5 × 104 and 𝑅𝑒𝐷 = 4.7 × 104 . Surface pressure on the cylinders was recorded using a line of
surface mounted sensors. The cylinders were rotated in order to record pressure over the entire
circumference. The pressure coefficient in the wake of the cylinder varied along the length of the
cylinder for cases with 𝐻⁄𝐷 ≤ 5 because the free end effects reach to the base of the cylinder. In
the case of 𝐻⁄𝐷 = 1 the effects of the free end could be seen along the entire length of the cylinder
in the pressure measurements. In contrast, the case of 𝐻⁄𝐷 = 7 showed that the end effects were
confined to the vicinity of the free end. This case showed two separate depressions in the surface
pressure, while the case of 𝐻⁄𝐷 = 1 showed only one. This difference showed that the different
cases exhibited different types of vortex shedding. Water channel ink shedding was used to
visualize vortex activity around the cylinders. It was shown that the influence of the end effects on
the vortices weakened with increasing aspect ratio and the relative size of the horseshoe vortices
decreases. For the smaller aspect ratio cases it was shown that streamlines from the top of the
cylinder reattach to the plate downstream forming a circulation zone behind the cylinder. In cases
where end effects had influence along the entire length of the cylinder the circulation zone was
shown to grow with increasing 𝐻⁄𝐷, but the opposite was noted in the cases where the end effects
were confined to the top of cylinder. Symmetric vortex shedding was seen in small aspect ratios
and anti-symmetric vortex shedding was seen in the higher aspect ratios. The Strouhal number also
decreased with increasing aspect ratio.
Frӧhlich and Rodi (2004) presents LES data of flow around a surface-mounted cylinder of finite
length. The cylinder had an aspect ratio of 𝐻⁄𝐷 = 2.5. The Reynolds number for the flow was
𝑅𝑒𝐷 = 43000 where 𝐷 is the diameter of the cylinder. The boundary layer thickness was 10% of
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the cylinder height. The study compared several simulations, which used different numerical
schemes and boundary conditions to ensure the independence of the results. The results indicated
that the drag coefficient was decreased with decreasing height-to-diameter ratio due to the flow
over the top of the cylinder interfering with the wake. It is also stated that drag increased with
reduced boundary layer thickness 𝛿⁄𝐷. Visualizations of the flow revealed that separation at the
sharp front edge of the cylinder was regular, exhibiting lateral vortex rollers which intertwine and
merge downstream. Flow around the downstream side of the cylinder’s top edge showed a complex
separation process which was attributed to the cylinders curved trailing edge and the interaction
from the side wall separation. Moving toward the base the flow became more regular. It was stated
that symmetrical vortex shedding occurred near the bottom of the cylinder as a rare event. The
irregular separation and shedding processes produced correspondingly irregular forces on the
cylinder. It was also stated that the average flow exhibits an arch-type vortex behind the cylinder
as with a wall-mounted cube and that further studies should examine the dependence of this feature
on the height-to-diameter ratio.
Rostamy et al (2012) performed wind tunnel experiments for finite surface-mounted cylinders.
Aspect ratios of 9, 7, 5, and 3 were tested with ReD = 4.2 × 104 and U = 20 m/s. The ratio of
boundary layer thickness to cylinder diameter was δ/D = 1.6. The experiments were performed in
a low-speed wind tunnel with dimensions 1.96 m×0.91 m×1.13 m. PIV measurements were used
to evaluate the flow field. The cylinders were also mounted on a six component force balance. The
results showed that in all four cases there was separation over the top of the cylinder at the sharp
leading edge. A horseshoe vortex was also observed at the base of each cylinder. A strong
downwash flow was observed immediately downstream of the free end of the cylinders in the near
wake region. A vortex formed just below the free end and its size was seen to be a function of
aspect ratio with the largest vortex occurring for the smallest aspect ratio. For the cases of AR = 9
and 7 the flow is seen to be moving down the trailing edge of the cylinder and for the cases of AR
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= 5 and 3 the flow moved up the trailing edge creating the larger vortices. The results also show
that the flow on the top of the cylinder reattaches downstream of the separation at the leading edge
before reaching the trailing edge. The location of this reattachment point was seen to be a function
of the aspect ratio and δ/D. The reattachment occurred closer to the trailing edge for the lower
aspect ratios. The center of the downstream vortices near the ground plane was also seen to be
dependent on the aspect ratio.
Chen and Liao (2013) conducted Large Eddy Simulations of flow around 3-dimensional wallmounted prismatic obstacles. Three different geometries were evaluated; a quadrate cylinder, a
trapeziform cylinder, and a triangular cylinder. The computational domain was 27H×8H×6.5H.
The computational domain was sloped downward at 8° downstream of the obstacles. The
freestream velocity was U = 0.16 m/s with ReH = 3700. The mesh consisted of 3×105 tetrahedral
cells with local refinement in areas with small scale characteristics. Profiles of mean velocity and
flow reattachment points were compared against experimental results. The results showed that the
horseshoe vortex is formatted upstream of the obstacles and the wake flow is determined by the
characteristics of the shear flow separation at the free end of the obstacle. When the angle of the
obstacle on the downstream side of the obstacle is larger, as in the triangular cylinder, the
downstream reattachment length is larger and the breadth of the vortices is larger. The LES
simulation was able to reproduce the majority of flow regimes seen in the experiments.
Comparisons of reattachment lengths were in fair agreement.
Bluff Body Acoustics

In McEachern and Lauchle (1994) hydrophones were configured as cylinders in a cross flow in
order to measure self-noise from a bluff body. The pressure gradient hydrophones responded to the
forces in the flow and the noise signals were generated in the output of the hydrophones. The
sensors responded to the acceleration of the sensor body due to the forces acting on it caused by
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the acoustic pressure and the fluid forces. The cylinders were towed through a body of water at
Reynolds numbers between 𝑅𝑒𝐷 = 4 × 103 and 1.8 × 104 . Aspect ratios were examined in the
range of 0.5 to 2.5 and the end cap geometry was also altered to give the sharp 90° edge a radius.
The edge radii varied between 0.0315D to 0.5D. This study considered an approximately laminar
inflow in order to isolate the sources of turbulence created by the interaction of the body and flow.
The results showed that in cylinders with aspect ratios below 1 the noise radiation from the
cylinders decreased steadily with increasing Strouhal number and that the spectral level decreased
with increasing end cap radius. The spherical end cap showed a decrease in the noise of 30 dB. In
cylinders with aspect ratio greater than 1, the reduction in sound by the rounded end caps was still
present but not nearly as strong and became negligible above 𝐿⁄𝐷 = 2. This supports the findings
in Okamoto and Sunabashiri (1992), which stated that free end effects at the ends of the hydrophone
bodies had little influence on pressure fluctuations for higher aspect ratios. It is stated that the
rounded end caps prevented reattachment of the flow after separating at the front edge and that the
reattachment of the flow was the major source of pressure fluctuations.
Watkins and Oswald (1999) studied the flow field and induced vibrations on externally mounted
car mirrors in a wind-tunnel experiment. Hot-wire anemometers were used to measure mean
velocities and turbulent intensities. Local velocities around the mirrors were seen to rise as much
as 60% above the mean flow and as low as 40% below it. Local turbulent intensities were shown
to be as high as 40%. Vibrations in the mirrors were measured both in the wind-tunnel and on the
road showing frequencies above 20 Hz and good agreement for each case showing that the local
aerodynamic sources were dominant over mechanical inputs such as road roughness or engine
vibration. The study concludes that turbulent buffeting is the major source of this vibration as
apposed to vortex shedding. While this study does not measure the far-field sound radiation the
conclusions drawn about dominant aerodynamic sources are important to the subject.
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Conclusions from Previous Studies

In summary, previous studies have shown that the subject of sound from forward-facing steps is
controversial. Most studies are in agreement that the separation zone at the forward edge of the step
is the dominant source of sound but there is conflict over which mechanism of this regime is truly
responsible for the sound. The directionality of the sound is also a point which has yet to be made
certain. The flow around cylinders has been fairly well investigated but not much has been said
about cylinders with very low aspect ratios. Finally, the noise from bluff bodies is a broad field and
still has many questions that need to be answered as the range of geometries gives a plethora of
possible flow regime interactions. This is the current state of the art and this dissertation will now
add to the collective knowledge on the subject by exploring the scaling of the sound from the
forward-facing step and developing a prediction method for the sound from the cylindrical
embossment.
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Part II: The Step
3. THEORY OF FLOW INDUCED NOISE

This chapter will introduce the concepts needed to describe the noise radiation caused by flow over
an object. In this chapter Lighthill’s acoustic analogy, Curle’s theorem, the Green’s function, and
the difference in directionality between different source types will be discussed.
Lighthill’s Acoustic Analogy

For high Reynolds number turbulent flows in which viscous forces are small, the unsteady flow
will generate sound. The classical theory for sound generated by flow is given by Lighthill’s
analogy, which rearranges the equations of fluid motion in order to discern the acoustic
perturbations from the fluid motion. The derivation begins by taking the time derivative of the
continuity equation

      vi  
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where t is the time, xi is a location in space, ρ is the density of the fluid, and ν is the flow velocity.
Then, subtracting the divergence of the momentum equation
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where pij is the compressive stress tensor (including the viscous shear terms). Now if we subtract
2 )⁄
𝜕 2 (𝜌′𝑐∞
𝜕𝑥𝑖2 from both sides of the equation with 𝜕𝜌⁄𝜕𝑡 = 𝜕𝜌′⁄𝜕𝑡 where ρ' is the density

perturbation from the mean density ρo, we then have Lighthills’s acoustic analogy which is a wave
equation of the form
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The left side of the equation describes an acoustic wave in terms of the density perturbation, ρ’.
The right side of this equation depends on the Lighthill stress tensor Tij, which is a source term that
contains all of the actions of the fluid. The first term in Tij represents the local momentum of the
fluid. The second and third terms, pij - 'c∞2, represents the entropy fluctuations since s’ ≈ Cvp'/p Cv'/then p' - 'c∞2 ≈ s’p/Cv. Lighthill's wave equation is a direct rearrangement of the NavierStokes equations and so it does not make any assumptions. Thus, the non-linear actions of the flow
are captured in the source term, Tij. If viscous shear stresses are small, which is typical of high
Reynolds number flows, then the time dependent part of pij = p'ij where p' is the sound pressure
and the equation of state for a stationary fluid gives p' = 'c∞2so the Lighthill stress tensor is well
approximated by vivj.
The Green Function and Curle’s Theorem

Green’s theorem can be used to give a solution to the wave equation which will contain all the
effects of boundary and initial conditions, propagation, and source terms. The theorem requires the
definition of a Greens function which is the solution to the inhomogeneous wave equation given
by
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where x is the observer location, y is the source location, and τ is the source time. We can apply
Greens theorem to Lighthill’s wave equation by multiplying the wave equation (3.4) by G,
multiplying Eq. (3.5) by ρ’c∞2, and subtracting the two giving
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If this equation is integrated over a volume of fluid bounded by surfaces S and over source time 
from -T to T then Green’s theorem shows that
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In order to avoid the danger of neglecting retarded times over small turbulent eddies in the fluid,
we apply the expansion
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With this expansion the volume integral in Eq. (3.7) becomes
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Applying the divergence theorem to the last two terms on the right side of Eq. (3.9), with a unit
normal nj pointing into the fluid, allows the volume integrals to be considered as surface integrals
as in
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Now if we use Eq. (3.10) in Eq. (3.7) we have
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and using the momentum equation we have
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Equation (3.12) is defined as Curle’s Theorem, which is a solution to Lighthill’s wave equation for
a fluid bounded by stationary surfaces in a medium which is at rest outside the volume where
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turbulent flow is causing sound. The source terms in the surface integral are dependent on the time
derivative of the mass flux on the surface (which is zero for an impermeable surface), the force per
unit area on the fluid at the surface, and the momentum flux across the surface. The source term in
the volume integral represents the distribution of Lighthill’s stress tensor throughout the volume.
If we consider that viscous effects will be negligible and then take the Fourier transform of this
equation with respect to time then we obtain the acoustic pressure as a function of frequency and
observer location
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Equation (3.13) is Curle’s Theorem in the frequency domain and will be the basis for calculating
the sound from a forward-facing step which will be discussed in the following chapter.
Source Type and Directionality

The Green’s function used in this study is a free-field Green’s function in the presence of an
infinitely large flat surface defined by y2 = 0. All of the forward-facing steps considered will be
protrusions from this flat surface with height h as shown in Fig. 3.1. This means that the Green’s
function is not ‘tailored’ for a specific geometry but can be applied to a broad range of steps with
arbitrary shapes that are mounted on a flat surface.

Figure 3.1 Diagram of forward-facing step with height h.
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The Green’s function in the frequency domain for a point source near a rigid (Neumann) boundary
includes the equal and opposite image source across the boundary and is given by

G  x | y  

eikr
eikr*

4 r 4 r *

(3.14)

where r=|x-y|, x is the observer location, y is the source location, r is the radial distance to the
observer, r* is the distance from the image source to observer For a flat surface defined by y2=0,
as shown in Fig. 3.2, the image source is located at (y1,-y2, y3) and k is the wavenumber /c∞.
Applying the far-field approximation the Green’s function becomes

G  x | y  

e

ikro 

ikxi yi
ro

4 ro

ikro* 



e

Figure 3.2 Diagram of source and observer.
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ro*

4 ro*

where ro  ro*  x .

Expanding xiyi we have

ikxi yi*

(3.15)
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(3.16)

4 ro*

We can group the terms dependent on y2 so
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(3.17)

which reduces to the far field Green’s function for a point source near a rigid boundary as

G  x | y  

e

ikro 

ikx1 y1 ikx3 y3

ro
ro

2 ro

 kx y 
cos  2 2 
 ro 

(3.18)

The cosine term in Eq. (3.18) suggests that at angles where kx2y2/ro= π/2 there will be a null in the
radiation field. This result will be used to calculate the sound from the forward-facing step in the
following section.
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4. SOUND RADIATION FROM A STEP

In the case of forward-facing steps, sound is generated as the flow separates at the top corner of the
step. Figure 4.1 shows a plot of velocity contours presented in Bryan (2012). The plot clearly
shows the separation over the leading edge and the circulation zone downstream of the corner. This
circulation zone just downstream of the step has been shown to be the dominant source of sound in
this type of flow. This chapter will discuss the theory for predicting the sound from flow over
forward-facing steps, which will be the basis for the theory developed for the cylindrical
embossment.

Figure 4.1 Velocity contours for flow over a forward-facing step.

The Green’s Function and Source Strength

Lighthill’s acoustic analogy and Curle’s theorem in the frequency domain are given by Eq. (3.13)
repeated here as
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p  x,     p  y,  
S

G  x | y 
yi

ni dS  y    Tij  y,  
V

 2G  x | y 
yi y j

dV  y 

(4.1)

where p(x, ω) is the pressure field as a function of observer location x and frequency ω. The first
term on the right gives the contribution from the surface sources and includes the first derivative
of the Green’s function, while the second term, which gives the contribution from the sources in
the volume of the fluid, contains the second derivative of the Green’s function. Equation (3.17)
gave the Green’s function for a point source near a rigid surface. Taking the derivative with respect
to the y1 and y2-directions we have

G ikx1 e
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ikx1 y1 ikx3 y3
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 kx y 
cos  2 2  ,
 ro 

G  kx2 e
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ikro 

ikx1 y1 ikx3 y3
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 kx y 
sin  2 2 
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(4.2)

and a similar expressions is obtained for the derivative with respect to y3. Taking the second
derivative with respect to y1 and y2, we have

G
k x2 x1 e

y2y1
ro2
2

2

ikro

ikx1 y1 ikx3 y3

ro
ro

2 ro

 kx y 
sin  2 2 
 ro 

(4.3)

and similar expressions can be obtained for all nine components of ∂2G/∂yi∂yj. It follows that the
surface source term that depends on the first derivative of the Greens function is directly
proportional to k. The volume term includes a second derivative of the Greens function (Eq. (4.3))
that leads to a term proportional to k2. To evaluate the relative importance of these two terms
consider a flow with constant Strouhal number and length scale L, so that

St 

L
U

and since k=c∞ we find that
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   St

U
L

(4.4)

U
2
2U 
kL  St   kL    St   
co
 co 

2

(4.5)

(St)2 will be of order 1 for the majority of flows. Therefore, at Mach numbers U/c∞ on the order of
0.1, it follows that kL >> (kL)2. It follows that the volume integral in Eq. (4.1), which is of
quadrupole order and proportional to U2/c∞2, will be negligible compared to the surface integral,
which is of dipole order and is proportional to U/c∞.
The Sound Field from Flow over a Step

The Green’s function will be chosen so that its derivative with respect to the y2-direction (normal
to the freestream) will be equal to zero at y2 = 0, as illustrated in Fig 4.2. With this assumption Eq.
(4.1) shows that only the two faces of the step will need to be considered in the surface integral.
Furthermore, as discussed above the volume integral in Eq. (4.1) can be neglected because it is of
quadrupole order. The sound field generated by the step will then be given by the sum of
contributions from the front face of the step and the top face of the step. The sound field from the
front face of the step will be (for an observer in the plane x3 = 0)
 h
 ky2 x2 
ikx1 eikro
p f  x,   
p
y
,

cos



 dy2 dy3
 0
ro 2 ro 
 ro 
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(4.6)

Figure 4.2 Diagram showing the effective quadrupole.

The top face of the step is located at y2 = h and its normal is in the y2-direction. Its contribution to
the pressure field will be
 iky1 1
 kx2 h   
kx2 eikro
ro
pT  x,   
sin 
dy1dy3
   p  y,   e
ro 2 ro
 ro   0
x

(4.7)

These results require a model of p(y, ω) on the surfaces using data that is consistent with
measurements. However, this is non-trivial and poses several questions. When considering the
sound caused by flow over a forward-facing step there are four potential sources of sound as shown
in Fig. 4.3. First there is the undisturbed boundary layer noise. Then there is the sound from pressure
fluctuations on the forward-face of the step and the top face, although the whether these two are
caused by separate interactions with the flow is still unclear. Finally, vortices shed from the
separation area have been shown to be influential far downstream. The issue lies in finding which
one or combination of these sources is the greatest contributor to the sound field. The sound from
the undisturbed boundary is well understood and it has been shown that pressure fluctuations near
the corner of the step are significantly greater than the undisturbed boundary layer sound (Awasthi
(2012)). So the upstream boundary layer is not considered to be an important source of sound.
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Figure 4.3 Sources of sound on the forward-facing step: (1) The undisturbed boundary layer, (2)
circulation in the bottom corner and the front face, (3) the motion of the shear layer and the top
of the step, and (4) the shed vorticity downstream.

Catlett (2010) investigated combinations of backward and forward-facing steps at either side of a
gap. In the case of a large backward-facing step upstream of a small forward-facing step, as shown
in Fig. 4.4, it was seen that, although forward-facing steps have been shown to produce more noise
than backward steps, the forward step was not a dominant source because it was in the
hydrodynamic shadow of the larger backward-facing step upstream. In the case of a small
backward-facing step upstream and a large forward-facing step downstream, as shown in Fig. 4.5,
the forward-facing step becomes the dominant source of sound. It is interesting to note that this
was also the result for cases where the difference between the smaller backward-facing step and
larger forward-facing step was small. This means that the bottom corner of the forward-facing step
was hidden from the flow and the circulation zone, which normally forms there cannot be a strong
contributor to the noise. In this case the dominant source appears to be the shear layer created by
the separated flow over the top corner of the forward-step. Although the pressure fluctuations would
be caused by the action on top of the step they must still act on the front face Glegg et al (2014)
and so they need to be included in any calculations. Exactly which of these sources or combination
of sources is the dominant source of sound is still unclear.
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Figure 4.4 A backward-facing step upstream of a smaller forward-facing step.

Figure 4.5 A backward-facing step upstream of a larger forward-facing step.

Predicting the Sound from a Forward-Facing Step

Glegg et al (2014) considered a model in which the sound is caused primarily by the unsteady shear
layer at the corner of the step which periodically sheds vorticity. If we combine Eq. (4.6) and Eq.
(4.7) we have

 ix1  h

 ky x 
p  y ,   cos  2 2  dy2 dy3
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2 ro  x
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(4.8)

Now if we consider the surface pressure to be acoustically compact the integrals can be replaced
by the net force per unit length on the step so that we have
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(4.8)

In this model the forces on the front and top of the step are assumed to be equal so F1=F2=F.
Accepting this Eq. (4.8) becomes
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(4.9)

The next step is to define the power spectrum of the acoustic field defined as
S pp (x,  ) 


T

Ex | ps (x,  ) |2 

(4.10)

We will assuming that the spanwise integration can be represented by
S FF  x,   


T

 

  Ex[ F (y,  ) F

*

(y ,  )]dy3 dy3  S ff ( ) L

(4.11)

 

which is the double integral of the cross spectrum of the force per unit span where L is the spanwise
length of the step, ℓ is correlation lengthscale, and Sff is the spectrum of the force per unit length
on the step face. Now Eq. (4.9) becomes

k 2 S ff   L ix1
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2
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2

(4.12)

Since the magnitude of the forcing spectrum is unknown it must be estimated. Using wall jet
measurement data from Catlett (2010), Glegg et al (2014) developed an empirical fit to measured
data which is given by
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h 2 L( oU 2 ) 2 h
Ks
S ff   L 
U
(1  ( h / U ) 2 )

(4.13)

where ℓ𝐾𝑠 = 3.43 × 10−5 and  = 7/3. The first term on the right side of Eq. (4.13) contains the
scaling of the sound based on the parameters of the flow and the second term on the right represents
the empirical fit where there denominator represents the spectral shape with frequencies scaled on
the step height and freestream velocity. The slope of the spectral shape is controlled by the exponent

. Using Eq. (4.13) in Eq. (4.12) we obtain
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(4.14)

where Φ𝑝𝑝 (x,ω) is the one sided spectral density of the far-field pressure at the observer in units
of Pa2/Hz which is the prediction equation given by Glegg et al (2014). The prediction was applied
to a forward-facing step at 4 observer angles and showed good agreement with wall jet
measurements. The following chapter will apply this formula to several sets of spectral data from
two different studies and discuss the scaling of the sound at length.
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5. SCALING OF NUMERICAL AND WALL JET MEASUREMENTS OF NOISE FROM A
FORWARD-FACING STEP

In order to validate the noise radiation prediction models to be used in this dissertation, they have
been compared to the results from LES simulations performed by Ji and Wang (2010) and the
experimental results of Catlett et al (2014). The spectral data from the two studies has been
compared against each other and the prediction model outlined in Glegg et al (2014).
Catlett (2010) examined sound radiation from steps and gaps in turbulent wall jet flow and the
important result from this study was that there was sound measured in the direction normal to the
step. In contrast, the radiation model used in Ji and Wang (2010) suggests that the sound is caused
by a dipole oriented in the streamwise direction, which would mean that there is a null in the
radiation in the direction normal to the step. Hao and Wang (2012) re-evaluated the results of Ji
and Wang (2010) and showed that the directionality is dependent on the compactness of the step,
which was consistent with the theoretical result for the tailored Greens function for a step given by
Glegg (2013). These studies showed that at low-frequencies when the acoustic wave length is large
compared to the step height the directionality is consistent with a streamwise dipole but at highfrequencies the sound is dominated by edge scattering and has an asymmetric directionality. Catlett
et al (2014) also examined the scaling of the spectral level and spectrum shape for different step
heights and found that a mixed scaling based on the step height and boundary layer thickness
provides the best collapse of the measured data. In this section this scaling will be applied to the
results given by Ji and Wang (2010) and it will be shown that the numerical data only collapses on
Catlett's scaling for the high-frequencies of the two largest steps considered.
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Parametric Scaling of the Far-Field Spectra

One of the major results given by Catlett et al (2014) is the appropriate scaling of the spectral data.
Catlett et al (2014) presents several scaling methods and concludes that a mixed scaling provides
the best collapse of both the levels and the peak frequencies, where the level is scaled on the step
height, h and where the frequency is scaled by the boundary layer thickness, δ. In order to
understand this further the different methods of scaling have been implemented in the prediction
model given by Glegg et al (2014) which is given as
 khx2  x2
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 pp (x,  ) 
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(5.1)

where Φ𝑝𝑝 (x,ω) is the one sided spectral density of the far-field pressure at the observer in units
of Pa2/Hz with  = 7/3 and ℓ𝐾𝑠 = 3.43 × 10−5 . This model suggests that the sound scales by h for
both level and frequency. A similar model which scales by the boundary layer thickness δ is given
by
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(5.2)

This model assumes the influence of incoming turbulence spectrum, which scales by , but also
scales the level by the boundary layer thickness not the step height. A mixed scaling which takes
into account the incoming turbulence spectrum scaled by  and the scaling of level by step height
h is given by
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2

(5.3)

Catlett et al (2014) suggests that this is the best option since Eq. (5.3) includes a mixed scaling.
Equation (5.3) has been applied in this study to predict results from Catlett et al (2014) and Ji and
Wang (2010).
Catlett et al (2014) and Ji and Wang (2010)

Before using the results of these two experiments to validate the prediction methods given above,
the two data sets will be compared. Figure 5.1 shows spectral data from Catlett et al (2014) for six
different step heights and is shown to collapse well when normalized by h and plotted against
ωδ/Um as shown in Fig. 5.2 where Um = 21 m/s is the maximum of the wall jet profile. Figure 5.3
shows the spectral data from Ji and Wang (2010) normalized in a non-dimensional form based on
the boundary layer thickness and the flow speed. It is important to note that the prediction models
outlined above are based on the presence of a circulation area above the step which periodically
sheds vorticity. The streamlines presented in Ji and Wang (2010) for the two smaller steps show
that there is no separation over the edge of the step and therefore should not be compared with the
larger steps which do exhibit separation. Consequentially, we will only consider the two largest
steps in all that follows.
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Figure 5.1 Sound pressure levels for 6 different step heights at U = 60 m/s and θ =
123.5° from Catlett et al (2014).

Figure 5.2 Sound pressure levels normalized on h with mixed scaling on h and δ from
Catlett et al (2014).
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Figure 5.3 Non-dimensional sound pressure spectra at U = 25 m/s from Ji and
Wang (2010).

Figure 5.4 shows spectra from the two largest steps presented in Ji and Wang (2010) nondimensionalized by the same parameters as in Catlett et al (2014). The correction for this
nondimensionalization scheme requires that Ji and Wang (2010)’s data is multiplied by
  2U 5   c 2 
3
2
o


S
cos


S cos 2  




2
 c 2  r  2    2U 5 h 
hr
o
 o o


(5.4)

where γPo = co2ρ and S is a correction factor for the difference in spanwise length given by

 ro2  C dx  ro2  C
dx
S    2    2 2
 LJ   LC 2 r
 LJ   LC 2 ro  x
L 2

L 2

(5.5)

where ro and LC are the distance to the observer from the center of the step and the step span
respectively from Catlett et al (2014), and LJ is the step span form Ji and Wang (2010). The first
term on the left side of Eq. (5.4) is the inverse of the nondimensionalization scheme given in Ji and
Wang (2010). The second term on the left is the nondimensionalization scheme given in Catlett et
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al (2014). The spanwise correction is the integral of the spreading loss across the span of Catlett’s
step divided into segments which are the length of Ji and Wang’s step. The spectra presented in
Fig. 5.4 are for the two largest steps only and include the streamwise dipole directionality suggested
by 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 (𝜃), as given in Ji and Wang (2010), with the observer location of Catlett et al (2014), θ =
123.5°. The spectral data presented in Ji and Wang (2010) collapse well for frequencies of 𝑓𝛿/𝑈 ≥
2. For frequencies below this threshold the data does not collapse and shows a difference of
approximately 10 dB in the lowest frequencies. This is may be due to the size of the computational
domain not being large enough to accommodate the acoustic wavelengths in this frequency range.
The ¼ acoustic wavelength for the lowest frequency simulated (250 Hz) is 0.34325 m and the
breadth of the computational domain is only 0.0508 m so the low frequencies are not well resolved
in the numerical study. Fluctuations with wavelengths that are not properly resolved will not
contribute to the sound level causing lower values. In fact, the ¼ wavelength criteria suggests that
spectra simulated at frequencies below may be inaccurate. This is consistent with the poor collapse
of the spectra at frequencies below.
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Figure 5.4 The two largest steps from Ji and Wand (2010) rescaled and collapsed on h with
spanwise level scaling and cos2θ directionality where θ = 123.5°.

Figure 5.5 Ji and Wang (2010) compared with Catlett et al (2014) with spanwise level
scaling.
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Figure 5.5 shows the spectra from both the experimental and numerical studies on the same plot.
The data shows some agreement in the mid-frequency range but deviates in both the high and lowfrequency ranges. The difference in slope between the spectra of the two different studies in the
high-frequency range is not well understood but may be an effect of the different characteristics of
the incoming turbulence between the two cases. It should also be noted that these two sets of data
have different directionalities. The prediction method of Glegg et al (2014) suggests that the Catlett
et al (2014) spectra includes the directionality suggested by Eq. (5.3) but in Fig. 5.5 a 𝑐𝑜𝑠 2 (𝜃)
directionality has been used to scale the data from Ji and Wang (2010). If the directionality in the
data from Ji and Wang (2010) is normalized out and multiplied by the directionality from Eq. (5.3)
then we get the comparison shown in Fig. 5.6. With this directionality the level of the highfrequency range of Ji and Wang’s data is increased bringing it closer to Catlett et al (2014) spectra,
but the correction is not sufficient to explain the differences in level.

Figure 5.6 Ji and Wang (2010) compared with Catlett et al (2014) with Eq.
(5.3) directionality applied to Ji and Wang (2010).
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Noise Prediction Methods

The prediction model given by Glegg et al (2014) should be modified to have mixed scaling as in
Eq. (5.3) so as to be consistent with Catlett et al (2014). If Eq. (5.3) is normalized to be consistent
with Catlett et al (2014) then
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where rref is a reference observer distance (1m) and  is the directionality factor defined as
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Figure 5.7 shows the prediction from Eq. (5.7) with ℓ𝐾𝑠 = 1 × 10−2 and  for an 18 mm step
at four different observer angles plotted over spectra from Catlett et al (2014). In the following
plots L is equal to 1.2 m as in Catlett et al (2014) and ℓ𝐾𝑠 has been chosen to give the best fit at
fδ/Um = 2 for the majority of the data. The prediction shows good agreement through the midfrequency range, although it under predicts the drop in sound level in the high-frequency range and
over predicts the lowest frequencies at three angles, but is a good fit overall. Figure 5.8 shows the
prediction generated by Eq. (5.7) plotted over the far-field spectrum of an 11.7 mm step at four
different observer angles.
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Figure 5.7 Prediction of Catlett et al (2014) based on Eq. (5.7) at four different
observer angles with h = 18 mm.

Figure 5.8 Prediction of Catlett et al (2014) based on Eq. (5.7) at four different
observer angles with h = 11.7 mm.
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This prediction shows the same over prediction of the lowest frequencies and under prediction of
the highest, but is again a reasonable fit to the measurements. This is essentially the same prediction
presented in Glegg et al (2014) with a different nondimensionalization. Figure 5.9 shows a
prediction based on Eq. (5.7) for a 6.1 mm step over the same four angles. This prediction does not
show good agreement with the measured spectra. The high and middle frequencies are under
predicted. Although there is some agreement in the low-frequency range for the observer angles of
97.5° and 74° the spectra for 123.5° and 51.5° are over predicted. It is interesting to note that in the
case of smaller steps the effect of directionality in the high-frequency range is less prominent than
in the larger steps and so the dip in the high-frequency range that was observed in the two larger
steps is not present.

Figure 5.9 Prediction of Catlett et al (2014) based on Eq. (5.7) at four different
observer angles with h = 6.1 mm.
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The effect of directionality is strong in the plots above and therefore it is pertinent to examine these
same spectra with the directionality normalized out. In the following three plots the measured
spectra and the predictions have been divided by the directionality term β(θ)2. Figure 5.11 shows
the spectra of the 18 mm step and its prediction without directionality. The lines of the prediction
collapse to a single line which gives good agreement in the mid-frequency range. In the highfrequency range the under prediction of the dip in the spectra that was seen in Fig. 5.7 causes the
spectra to exhibit a strong directionality for the observer angles of 97.5° and 74° when there should
not be an effect of directionality if it has been normalized out. The low-frequency range of the
measured spectra collapses some with the directionality removed but not completely. Figure 5.12
shows the measured spectra and prediction for the 11.7 mm step with normalized directionality.
The measured spectra collapse well in the low and mid-frequency ranges. In the highest frequencies
some directionality is still present but is less pronounced than with the 18 mm step.
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Figure 5.10 Prediction of Catlett et al (2014) based on Eq. (5.7) at four different
observer angles with h = 18 mm and normalized directionality.

Figure 5.11 Prediction of Catlett et al (2014) based on Eq. (5.7) at four different
observer angles with h = 11.7 mm and normalized directionality.
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Figure 5.12 Prediction of Catlett et al (2014) based on Eq. (5.7) at four different
observer angles with h = 6.1 mm and normalized directionality.

Figure 5.12 shows the 6.1 mm step and prediction with normalized directionality. The measured
spectra show little difference from the spectra that included directionality which is expected since
it has been seen that smaller steps are less effected by directionality.
The spectra in Figs 5.7-5.12 consider a single step height at four different observer angles. If one
observer angle and three different step heights are compared then Eq. (5.7) gives the prediction
shown in Fig. 5.13. With this prediction one can see that the frequencies are aligned and the levels
have collapsed on the step height. In the high-frequency range the 6.11 mm step is under predicted
by approximately 5 dB and the 18 mm step is over predicted by the same amount while the 11.7
mm step is in good agreement. The opposite is true in the low-frequency range where the 18 mm
step is under predicted. There is very little low-frequency content for the 6.1 mm step at this
observer angle and so it is difficult to make an objective judgment on the prediction for this step
height in this range.
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Figure 5.13 Prediction of Catlett et al (2014) based on Eq. (5.7) for 3 different
step heights with θ = 51.5° α = 7/3.

If we now consider an observer angle of 123.5° as in Fig. 5.14 we can see now that the slope of the
prediction lines does not match the measured spectra. There is over prediction of the low-frequency
range and under prediction of the high-frequency range for all 3 step heights. Figure 5.15 shows
the spectra for θ = 123.5° with α = 11/6 and ℓ𝐾𝑠 = 5 × 10−4. The prediction now shows good
agreement throughout the measured frequency range. This change suggests that the slope of the
spectra has some dependence on directionality. It should then follow that the slope of the data at
this observer angle will agree with α = 7/3 if the directionality is normalized out. Figure 5.16 shows
the spectra and prediction for 3 step heights at θ = 123.5° with normalized directionality. The
change is very small and does not account for the change in slope of the data suggesting that the
directionality term β2 does not account for this change in slope.
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Figure 5.14 Prediction of Catlett et al (2014) based on Eq. (5.7) for 3 different
step heights with θ = 123.5° with α = 7/3 and 𝓵𝑲𝒔 = 𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟐 .

Figure 5.15 Prediction of Catlett et al (2014) based on Eq. (5.7) for 3 different
step heights with θ = 123.5° with α = 11/6 and 𝓵𝑲𝒔 = 𝟓 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟒 .
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Figure 5.16 Prediction of Catlett et al (2014) based on Eq. (5.7) for 3 different step heights with θ =
123.5° with α = 7/3, 𝓵𝑲𝒔 = 𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟐 , 𝐚𝐧𝐝 𝐧𝐨𝐫𝐦𝐚𝐥𝐢𝐳𝐞𝐝 𝐝𝐢𝐫𝐞𝐜𝐭𝐢𝐨𝐧𝐚𝐥𝐢𝐭𝐲.

The same prediction scheme has been applied to the results from Ji and Wang (2010). In the spectral
data presented in Ji and Wang (2010) the directionality has been normalized out so for the following
predictions the directionality term β2 will be dropped from Eq. (5.7). Figure 5.17 shows a prediction
based on Eq. (5.7) plotted over the spectra of the two largest steps from Ji and Wang (2010) with
ℓ𝐾𝑠 = 1 × 10−2 and α = 7/3. The prediction shows some agreement in the mid-frequency range
but over predicts the high and low-frequency ranges. In Fig. 5.18 the spectral shape exponent α has
been adjusted to 11/6 with ℓ𝐾𝑠 = 1 × 10−3. The prediction in Fig. 5.18 has more agreement in the
low-frequency range than the prediction with α = 7/3, but less agreement in the high-frequency
range. Since ℓ and 𝐾𝑠 are both unknown they are considered together as a single variable. It is
interesting to note that the lengthscales of the two studies are approximately equal since the sizes
of the steps considered are of the same order of magnitude, so when adjusting ℓ𝐾𝑠 , it is really only
𝐾𝑠 that is changing.
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Figure 5.17 Prediction of Ji and Wang (2010) based on Eq. (5.7) with α =
7/3 and 𝓵𝑲𝒔 = 𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟐 compared with measured spectra.

Figure 5.18 Prediction of Ji and Wang (2010) based on Eq. (5.7) with α =
11/6 and 𝓵𝑲𝒔 = 𝟏 × 𝟏𝟎−𝟑 compared with measured spectra.
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Figure 5.19 shows the prediction where the spectral shape exponent α has been adjusted to α = 3
with ℓ𝐾𝑠 = 0.5. This predictions has good agreement in the high and mid-frequency ranges. There
is still a lack of agreement in the low-frequency range but this may be caused by the lack of
wavelength resolution discussed earlier. This value of α = 3 suggests that there may be some
difference in the characteristics of the incoming flows. The boundary layer profile from a wall jet
is significantly different from an open channel flow and will have equally different turbulence
profiles. This difference could be the cause for the discrepancy between measurements. Also, the
numerical data may not be fully resolved. If this is the case then the far-field sound may be missing
frequency content.

Figure 5.19 Prediction of Ji and Wang (2010) based on Eq. (5.7) with α =
3 and 𝓵𝑲𝒔 = 𝟎. 𝟓 compared with measured spectra.
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Results and discussion

The results from LES simulations performed by Ji and Wang (2010) and the experimental results
of Catlett et al (2014) have been compared and used to validate the noise prediction model outlined
in Glegg et al (2014). The spectral data from Catlett et al (2014) collapses well when normalized
by h and plotted against ωδ/Um and the spectra from Ji and Wang (2010) are shown to collapse in
the high-frequency range but not in the low-frequency range using the same scaling. The two
smallest steps from Ji and Wang (2010) have been omitted from this discussion as they do not
exhibit separation. The lack of collapse in the spectra of Ji and Wang (2010) is attributed to the
computational domain being too narrow to accommodate the acoustic wave lengths in the lowfrequency range. When the prediction was compared to Catlett et al (2014) it was seen that it could
predict the shape of the spectra but under predicted the dip in the spectra at high-frequency and
showed some over prediction in the low-frequency range for steps with h = 11.7 mm and larger.
The prediction did not show good agreement for the 6.1 mm step. When the directionality was
normalized out of the measured spectra and predictions the spectra were seen to collapse well
although the under prediction of the dip in the spectra resulted in some opposite directionality at
high-frequencies. Smaller steps do not exhibit strong directionality therefore there was little change
between the spectra of the 6.1 mm step with and without directionality. The predictions were
adjusted for absolute level using the parameter ℓ𝐾𝑠 . For α = 7/3 the best value of ℓ𝐾𝑠 has been seen
to be 1x10-2. Figure 5.20 shows the spectra form all 3 of Catlett’s steps and all four observer angles
for each with normalized directionality. The dashed blue line represents Eq. (5.7) with α = 7/3 and
ℓ𝐾𝑠 = 1x10−2. The plot shows that these values of α and ℓ𝐾𝑠 give the best agreement for the
majority of the spectra.
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Figure 5.20 Measured spectra for 3 step heights and 4 observer angles compared
with Eq. (5.7) (Thick Dashed Blue) with α = 7/3 and 𝓵𝑲𝒔 = 𝟏𝐱𝟏𝟎−𝟐 .

However, if the spectra for θ = 51.5° are removed from the plot we see that α = 11/6 with ℓ𝐾𝑠 =
5x10−4 gives a better fit to the remaining spectra as shown in Fig. 5.21. At θ = 51.5° the
microphones in the wall jet used in Catlett et al (2014) are pointed towards the inlet. This may be
the cause of low-frequency noise in these measurements.
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Figure 5.21 Measured spectra for 3 step heights and 3 observer angles compared
with Eq. (5.7) (Thick Dashed Blue) with α = 11/6 and 𝓵𝑲𝒔 = 𝟓𝐱𝟏𝟎−𝟒 .

The original model given in Glegg (2014) used a scaling based on h but from Catlett’s results this
is clearly not suitable for spectra with changing step heights. When the model was changed to use
a mixed scaling by h and δ and the slope of the spectral shape was adjusted, the prediction achieved
agreement with the high-frequency range of spectra from Ji and Wang (2010) and good agreement
with spectra from Catlett et al (2014) throughout the spectrum. The exact cause for the difference
in slope of the spectra is unclear. If the slope is dependent on inflow conditions then results with
the same inflow conditions should have the same slope. However, it was seen that α = 11/6 gave a
better fit to the data for changing step heights at θ = 123.5° while α = 7/3 was better for the spectra
at an observer angle of θ = 51.5°. It is suspected that there may some spurious noise included in the
measurement at θ = 51.5° as this microphone was facing the inlet of the flow. This would account
for the increased content at low-frequencies for this measurement.
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The predictions for Ji and Wang (2010) suggest that α = 3 which gives a significantly more
aggressive slope. The spectra are based on a spectral shape that scales with the boundary layer
parameters and so it is pertinent to check if the spectrum of the turbulence upstream of the step is
the same for both the numerical data of Ji and Wang (2010) and the wall jet data of Catlett et al
(2014). Figure 5.22 shows the surface pressure spectra upstream from step in the wall jet where
Catlett et al (2014) made measurements, the wind tunnel where Awasthi (2015) made
measurements (see Chapter 7), and from the LES simulation in Ji and Wang (2010). In this plot the
black lines are straight lines with indicated slopes for reference and do not necessarily represent
the slope of the wall pressure spectra. The wall pressure spectra upstream of the step from Catlett
et al (2014) has a slightly steeper slope than the wall pressure spectra from Ji and Wang (2010).
This is counter intuitive since the far-field sound spectra show the opposite relationship, with the
numerical data having less high-frequency content that the wall jet data. However, it is noteworthy
that the wind tunnel used in Awasthi (2015) experiment and the numerical data have similar
turbulence spectrum shapes, although the nondimensional levels are different. In Chapter 4 it was
noted that the noise from a forward-facing step did not depend on the presence of an upstream
backward-facing step. It may then be expected that the noise from the step is inconsistent with the
shape of the upstream surface pressure spectrum. However, the results given above show that the
frequencies scale by boundary layer thickness. Also, in each case the boundary layer thickness did
not vary significantly between cases and so the appropriate scaling could be based on another
parameter that also does not vary between cases. There is also the possibility that there is a lack of
resolution in the computational grid which would explain a lack of content at high-frequency. This
suggests that some scaling studies should be carried out with variations in the boundary layer
thickness as well as the step height to resolve this issue.
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Figure 5.22 Upstream wall pressure spectra from Awasthi (2012), Catlett (2010), and
Ji and Wang (2010).
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Part III: The Cylinder
6. DETAILS OF THE STEADY FLOW

Computational Methodology

A RANS simulation has been performed of the flow over the cylindrical embossment shown in Fig.
6.1. The diameter of the cylinder is sufficiently large that it is greater than the acoustic wavelength
at the frequencies of interest. When this configuration is examined experimentally the large
diameter will allow for phased array measurements to target specific areas of the flow so that the
characteristics at different points of interest can be identified. The aspect ratio of the cylinder is
h/D=0.025 and the computational domain used for the RANS calculations is Lx x Ly x Lz= 6R x
0.35R x 5R or 120h x 70h x 100h. The upstream inlet boundary conditions include a preformed
logarithmic boundary layer profile, the side walls employ a slip condition, and the outlet is a
Dirichlet pressure boundary. The top of the domain is a Dirichlet velocity boundary with a value
equal to that of the mean flow in the streamwise direction and zero in all others. The k-omega SST
turbulence model has been applied and was chosen for its ability to properly resolve boundary layer
turbulence and to model separation. The open source CFD software OpenFOAM was used with a
steady-state solver for incompressible, turbulent flow.
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Figure 6.1 Diagram of the cylindrical embossment on a flat plat with flow in the y1 direction.

6.1.1. Meshing Strategies

The mesh used in these simulations employed several tactics for budgeting of computational power
while ensuring solution accuracy. The mesh is divided into 17 zones in the y1 and y3 directions as
shown in Fig. 6.2, 2 levels in the y3 direction where the lower level is the same thickness as the
cylinder. The inner most circle in Fig. 6.2 represents the outer diameter of the cylinder. All cells in
the mesh are hexahedra, meaning they are 6 sided cube-like prisms. The upstream portion of the
mesh is coarser than the rest as the flow is undisturbed in this area and therefore does not require
the higher resolution than areas downstream will. In the zone contained by the outer circle shown
in Fig. 6.2 the mesh employs a growth ratio so that cells closer to the face of the cylinder are finer.
This allows for a smooth transition between the coarse cells upstream and the fine cells on the wall
of the cylinder. In the portion of the mesh downstream of the cylinder the same growth ratio is
used, although there are twice as many cells in this area. The downstream area requires a much
higher mesh resolution in order to resolve the wake of the cylinder. There is no growth ratio in the
first level of mesh in the y2 direction. The volume is small enough that this is unnecessary. The
second level employs a growth ratio which has been chosen so that the cells on top of the cylinder
have the same y+ as the cells at the bottom of the domain. Figure 6.3 shows a screen capture from
the OpenFOAM workspace of the unrefined computational grid as seen from the y2-normal plane.
Figure 6.4 show the grid form in the y3-normal.
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Figure 6.2 Diagram of mesh zones as seen from above.

Figure 6.3 Screen capture from OpenFOAM workspace of
computational grid as seen from the y2-normal plane.
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Figure 6.4 Screen capture from OpenFOAM workspace of computational
grid as seen from the y3-normal plane.

6.1.2. Numerical Accuracy

The base mesh for these simulations consisted of 1402500 hexahedral cells which increased to
4792232 cells after applying two stages of local refinement in the vicinity of the embossment. The
solution was computed using 7 processors running in parallel. Execution time was approximately
20 hours to reach a solution accuracy of 5 × 10-4 for the majority of cases. The cases with increasing
aspect ratio demanded larger domains resulting in longer simulation times.
It is not cost effective to perform a mesh independence study for all 15 cases so only cases of Reδ
= 123581, Reδ = 370744, and Reh = 239158 have been examined. These three cases represent the
lowest and highest Reynolds number cases. The lowest value of Reh is the same case as Reδ =
185372 and therefore does not need to be examined. The parameters which will be compared are
the velocity profiles and shear stress profiles on the top of the cylinder between mesh refinements
and velocity profiles just upstream of the cylinder. The data presented in the rest of Chapter 6 does
not include upstream refinement. Figure 6.5 shows the velocity profiles for a mesh with 1 level of
refinement plotted with the velocity profile for a mesh with 2 levels of refinement at 4h downstream
of the leading edge of the cylinder for the case with U = 20 m/s. The refined area is from the top of
the cylinder to 1 step height above it. The profiles are in good agreement although the individual
points do not agree. Figure 6.6 shows the profiles at –h upstream of the cylinder which are also in
good agreement.
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Figure 6.5 Velocity profiles for 2 levels of refinement at the center of the
cylinder, 4 step heights downstream of the leading edge with U = 20 m/s.

Figure 6.6 Velocity profiles for 1 level of refinement at the center of the
cylinder, 1 step height upstream of the leading edge with U = 20 m/s.
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Figure 6.7 shows the wall shear stress along the center of the cylinder for two levels of refinement
for the case with U = 20 m/s. The behavior of the data between the two meshes is in good agreement
although there is a difference in the values of approximately 0.5 Pa across the range. This results
in a disagreement in the reattachment length of 0.3*h. Reattachment lengths are expected to be in
range between 2 and 4 step heights and so this difference is negligible.

Figure 6.7 Wall shear stress in Pa for 2 levels of refinement at the center of
the cylinder for U = 20 m/s.
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Figure 6.8 shows velocity profiles for 1 level of refinement compared to 2 levels of refinement at
4h downstream of the leading edge of the cylinder for the case with U = 60 m/s. Since the meshes
between the case of U = 20 m/s and U = 60 m/s are identical, there is very little change between
the results. At –h upstream of the leading edge of the cylinder the profiles are also in good
agreement as shown in Fig. 6.9.

Figure 6.8 Velocity profiles for 2 levels of refinement at the center of the
cylinder, 4 step heights downstream of the leading edge with U = 60 m/s.
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Figure 6.9 Velocity profiles for 1 level of refinement at the center of the
cylinder, 1 step height upstream of the leading edge with U = 60 m/s.

Figure 6.10 shows the wall shear stress along the center of the cylinder for two levels of refinement
for the case with U = 60 m/s. Again we see that the behavior of the curves is very similar but there
is a difference of approximately 0.1 Pa across the range. This is an acceptable margin of error.
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Figure 6.10 Wall shear stress in Pa for 2 levels of refinement at the center of
the cylinder for U = 60 m/s.

The last case that will be examined for mesh independence is the case with aspect ratio h/D = 0.125.
Due to the large number of grid points required by this simulation, only one level of refinement has
been applied to the area on top of the cylinder. Figure 6.11 shows velocity profiles for no refinement
plotted with 1 level of refinement at 4h downstream of the leading edge of the cylinder for the case
with h/D = 0.125. The profiles show good agreement. At –h upstream of the leading edge of the
cylinder the profiles are also in good agreement as shown in Fig. 6.12.
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Figure 6.11 Velocity profiles for 1 level of refinement at the center of the
cylinder, 4 step heights downstream of the leading edge with h/D = 0.125.

Figure 6.12 Velocity profiles for 1 level of refinement at the center of the
cylinder, 1 step height upstream of the leading edge with h/D = 0.125.
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Figure 6.19 shows the wall shear stress along the center of the cylinder for one level of refinement
for the case with h/D = 0.125. The behavior of the shear stress curves is nearly identical. The two
lines show the same shape with similar maximums and minimums with the refined case being
shifted towards the leading edge by x/h ≈ 0.1.

Figure 6.13 Wall shear stress in Pa for 1 level of refinement at the center of
the cylinder for h/D = 0.125.

Generally speaking the results of this mesh independence study suggest that the accuracy of these
solutions is adequate. The conclusions that will be drawn from the data presented in this chapter
are mainly qualitative and do not require a very accurate solution. Greater solution accuracy may
be achieved by reducing the size of the computational domain and allocating cells for greater
resolution in the vicinity of the cylinder but this could cause the interference between the
boundaries and near-field flow regimes.
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Separation at the Leading Edge

Figure 6.14 shows a color plot of the mean pressure on the lower boundary and the top of the
cylinder. The area in blue at the leading edge of the cylinder represents a low pressure zone caused
by separation at the leading edge. In this area there is recirculation as there would be in a simple
forward-facing step configuration, however the circulation area follows the curve of the cylinder
across the leading edge. This curved circulation area creates a spiraling effect in the mean flow as
shown in Fig 6.15. Each streamline spirals along the leading edge of the cylinder until it becomes
aligned with the mean flow and is convected downstream. For clarity, the dashed line has been
superimposed to show the location of the cylinders top edge.

Figure 6.14 Contours of coefficient of pressure on the lower boundary and the top of the cylinder.
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U

Figure 6.15 Streamlines released from a line inside the circulation area viewed from upstream of the cylinder.

Figure 6.16 shows contours of the streamwise component of the wall shear stress on the top surface
of the cylinder. An arc of low stress follows nearly the entire forward edge of the cylinder.
Examining the x and z components of the shear stress we find that there is in fact reversed flow in
this zone. Using the x and z-components, a vector of skin friction coefficient normal to the edge of
the cylinder at several different angles is shown in Fig. 6.17. The portion of the graph in Fig. 6.17
which passes below zero gives good indication of the bounds of the separation zone. Near the center
of the cylinder, when the lines pass above zero, the flow has reattached. Further away from the
center this may not be the case as the reattachment zone is not actually a closed contour. The results
show that the reattachment length indicated by the friction coefficient is nearly constant up to
approximately 40 degrees. After 40 degrees the reattachment length increases as shown in Fig.
6.18. This is approximately the boundary of the separation area about the circumference.
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Figure 6.16 Contours of streamwise component of wall shear stress in Pascals
on the top of the cylinder.

Figure 6.17 Coefficient of friction normal to the cylinder’s leading edge.
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Figure 6.18 Coefficient of friction normal to the cylinder’s leading edge including
larger angles.

The simulation revealed some interesting characteristics of the flow. The separation zone at the
leading edge resembles that of a forward-facing step except that it is curved along the leading edge.
This similarity suggests that the noise should also be similar to a forward-facing step. The
prediction scheme presented in this dissertation is dependent on this similarity and so its use is
supported by the results of the simulation. Awasthi (2015) performed wind tunnel experiments on
a cylindrical embossment. Figure 6.28 is a photograph of an oil flow visualization taken from
Awasthi (2015). This visualization was taken for a freestream flow speed of 30 m/s. There is some
distortion of the oil flow as the cylinder was mounted on the side wall of the wind tunnel and so
gravity is acting towards the bottom of the image shown. Although only a qualitative comparison
can be made, the separated area at the leading edge of the cylinder and wake seem in good
agreement with shear stress contours and pressure plots presented above. This experiment will be
discussed in more detail in Chapter 8.
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Figure 6.19 Oil flow visualization of cylinder performed in the Virginia Tech wind tunnel.

If the leading edge is similar to a forward-facing step then it should follow that the trailing edge is
similar to a backward-facing step. It has been shown in previous studies that the sound from
backward-facing steps is negligible compared with that from forward-facing steps. The RANS
simulation showed that there are some interesting interactions between streamlines released from
the circulation zone and the wake, but the experimental results, which will be presented latter,
suggest that these interactions do not influence the sound radiation.
The following sections of this chapter will investigate the dependence of this separation area on the
parameters of the flow. For each of the chosen parameters the wall shear stress contours, area of
the separation zone, and boundary layer profiles in the separation zone will be examined and
compared. Also, later sections will explore some of the other characteristics of the flow regimes
discovered by the preliminary simulations.
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The Influence of Freestream Velocity on Flow Regimes

Five simulations with different Reynolds numbers have been executed. In the following simulations
the Reynolds number dependent on the boundary layer thickness Reδ is increased by increasing the
freestream velocity in increments of 10 m/s. Table 6.1 gives the freestream velocities and their
respective Reynolds numbers. For each simulation the ratio of cylinder height to boundary layer
thickness is h/δ ≈ 0.255.
Table 6.1

𝑈∞ [m/s]

Reδ

20

123581

30

185372

40

247162

50

308953

60

370744

6.3.1. Separation Area

Figure 6.20 shows the contours of the streamwise component of the wall shear stress, τx. Figure
6.21 shows all the data points from Fig. 6.20 which have negative value. This area of negative wall
shear stress has been chosen as a relative measure which distinguishes the scale of the separation
area for different conditions. Figures 6.20 through 6.29 show the wall shear stress and separation
areas for each of the 5 cases respectively. From a qualitative perspective, we can see that there is
very little change in the results with the change of Reynolds number between cases.
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Figure 6.20 Contours of streamwise component of
wall shear stress for U = 20 m/s.

Figure 6.22 Contours of streamwise component of
wall shear stress for U = 30 m/s.

Figure 6.21 Area of separated flow at the cylinders
leading edge for U = 20 m/s.

Figure 6.23 Area of separated flow at the cylinders
leading edge for U = 30 m/s.

Figure 6.24 Contours of streamwise component of
wall shear stress for U = 40 m/s.

Figure 6.25 Area of separated flow at the cylinders
leading edge for U = 40 m/s.
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Figure 6.26 Contours of streamwise component
of wall shear stress for U = 50 m/s.

Figure 6.27 Area of separated flow at the cylinders
leading edge for U = 50 m/s.

Figure 6.28 Contours of streamwise component of
wall shear stress for U = 60 m/s.

Figure 6.29 Area of separated flow at the cylinders
leading edge for U = 60 m/s.
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The exact area of the separated flow for each case has been plotted against the Reynolds number
in Fig. 6.30. The separated area was measured by selecting data points with negative shear stress
values. These points were then enclosed by a two dimensional alpha shape the area of which was
then measured numerically. This plot shows that the separated area is in fact decreasing as the
Reynolds number increases although the change from the lowest Reynolds number to the highest
is only 4.6%. The plot also shows that the separation area for the case of U = 60 m/s is actually
greater than the two preceding values but the difference is only 0.8% from the preceding value
and so this thought to be within the limits of the accuracy of the simulation. Figure 6.31 shows
the friction coefficient along the center of the cylinder for the 5 freestream velocities. The point
where the friction coefficient values pass above zero along the centerline of the cylinder
represents the separation length and is almost unchanged between the 5 cases. The separation
length is approximately 3.5h.

Figure 6.30 Separation area normalized on h2 vs. Reynolds number with changing U.
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Figure 6.31 Streamwise component of wall shear stress along the center of the cylinder from the
leading edge to the center for 5 freestream velocities.

Figures 6.32 through 6.36 show contours of the streamwise velocity along the center of the
cylinder for the 5 cases from U = 20 to U = 60 respectively. The results upstream of the cylinder’s
leading edge are very coarse. Mesh independence studies have shown that this area does not
change with increased mesh resolution As with the contours of wall shear stress, there is little
difference between the results. The contour plots are in agreement with the reattachment point at
approximately 3.5 steps heights downstream of the leading edge.

Figure 6.32 Velocity contours normalized on the freestream velocity for U = 20 m/s.
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Figure 6.33 Velocity contours normalized on the freestream velocity for U = 30 m/s.

Figure 6.34 Velocity contours normalized on the freestream velocity for U = 40 m/s.

Figure 6.35 Velocity contours normalized on the freestream velocity for U = 50 m/s.
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Figure 6.36 Velocity contours normalized on the freestream velocity for U = 60 m/s.

6.3.2. Boundary Layer Recovery

Figures 6.37 through 6.41 show turbulence profiles at and downstream of the cylinder’s leading
edge along the center of the cylinder for the 5 values of freestream velocity from U = 20 m/s to
U = 60 m/s respectively. The profiles show that the turbulence is increased downstream of the
leading edge and then begins to return to equilibrium. However, at x/h = 40, which is the
downstream edge of the cylindrical embossment, the turbulence has not returned completely to
equilibrium. This suggests that the boundary layer has not completely recovered. Since the
cylinder has been shown to be independent of the freestream velocity there is no change in the
profiles between the lowest and highest speeds measured.

Figure 6.37 Turbulence profiles [m2/s2] normalized by U2 along the center of the
cylinder for U = 20 m/s. (Blue dashed lines are undisturbed boundary layer)
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Figure 6.38 Turbulence profiles [m2/s2] normalized by U2 along the center of the cylinder
for U = 30 m/s. (Blue dashed lines are undisturbed boundary layer)

Figure 6.39 Turbulence profiles [m2/s2] normalized by U2 along the center of the
cylinder for U = 40 m/s. (Blue dashed lines are undisturbed boundary layer)

Figure 6.40 Turbulence profiles [m2/s2] normalized by U2 along the center of the
cylinder for U = 50 m/s. (Blue dashed lines are undisturbed boundary layer)
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Figure 6.41 Turbulence profiles [m2/s2] normalized by U2 along the center of the
cylinder for U = 60 m/s. (Blue dashed lines are undisturbed boundary layer)

The Influence of Boundary Layer Thickness on Flow Regimes

Five simulations with different Reynolds numbers based on boundary layer thickness have been
evaluated. In the following simulations the Reynolds number Reδ is increased by changing the
boundary layer thickness by increments (2δ)n-1. In other words, the boundary layer thickness is
doubled in each successive case. Table 6.2 gives the thicknesses and their respective Reynolds
numbers. For each simulation the freestream velocity is U = 30 m/s and the step height is h =
0.025 m.
Table 6.2

δ[m]

δ/h

Reδ

0.0125

0.5

23915

0.025

1

47831

0.05

2

95663

0.1

4

191326

0.2

8

382653
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6.4.1. Separation Area

Figures 6.42 through 6.51 show the wall shear stress and separation areas for each of the 5
different boundary layer thicknesses respectively.

Figure 6.42 Contours of streamwise component of
wall shear stress for 𝜹⁄𝒉 = 𝟎. 𝟓.

Figure 6.43 Area of separated flow at the cylinders
leading edge for 𝜹⁄𝒉 = 𝟎. 𝟓.

Figure 6.44 Area of separated flow at the cylinders
leading edge for 𝜹⁄𝒉 = 𝟏.

Figure 6.45 Area of separated flow at the cylinders
leading edge for 𝜹⁄𝒉 = 𝟏.
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Figure 6.46 Contours of streamwise component of
wall shear stress for 𝜹⁄𝒉 = 𝟐.

Figure 6.47 Area of separated flow at the
cylinders leading edge for 𝜹⁄𝒉 = 𝟐.

Figure 6.48 Contours of streamwise component of
wall shear stress for 𝜹⁄𝒉 = 𝟒.

Figure 6.49 Area of separated flow at the
cylinders leading edge for 𝜹⁄𝒉 = 𝟒.

Figure 6.50 Contours of streamwise component of
wall shear stress for 𝜹⁄𝒉 = 𝟖.

Figure 6.51 Area of separated flow at the
cylinders leading edge for 𝜹⁄𝒉 = 𝟖.
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The wall shear stress plots show that the separated area is larger for lower values of δ/h .The
separated areas are plotted against Reynolds number and compared with the results from the cases
of changing freestream velocity in Fig. 6.52. From δ/h = 0.5 to δ/h = 1 and from δ/h = 1 to δ/h = 2
the change in A/h2 is approximately 15%, but from δ/h = 2 to δ/h = 4 the change in A/h2 is only 1%
and from δ/h = 4 to δ/h = 8 it is 6%. Since the scope of this dissertation is to consider a cylinder
immersed in the boundary layer, we will consider that only the cases from δ/h = 2 to δ/h = 8 are
fully immersed since the step is less than half or smaller than the height of the boundary layer. For
these cases the change in area is small enough that the separation area is independent of the
Reynolds number.

Figure 6.52 Separation area normalized on h2 vs. Reynolds number with changing δ
plotted over the results from the cases of changing freestream velocity.
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Figure 6.53 Streamwise component of wall shear stress along the center of the cylinder from the
leading edge to the center for 5 boundary layer thicknesses.

Figure 6.53 shows the friction coefficient along the center of the cylinder for the 5 boundary layer
thicknesses. The lines for δ/h = 2 through δ/h = 8 all return to the positive range at approximately
3.5h downstream of the leading edge which is consistent with the simulations of changing
freestream velocities which had δ/h = 4. The lines for δ/h = 0.5 and δ/h = 1 return to the positive
range at approximately 4h and 4.5h respectively. Figures 6.54 through 6.58 show contours of the
streamwise velocity along the center of the cylinder for the 5 cases from δ/h = 0.5 to δ/h = 8
respectively. The contour plots are in agreement with the reattachment points given by the wall
shear stress plot in Fig. 6.53.
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Figure 6.54 Velocity contours normalized on the freestream velocity for δ/h = 0.5.

Figure 6.55 Velocity contours normalized on the freestream velocity for δ/h = 1.

Figure 6.56 Velocity contours normalized on the freestream velocity for δ/h = 2.
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Figure 6.57 Velocity contours normalized on the freestream velocity for δ/h = 4.

Figure 6.58 Velocity contours normalized on the freestream velocity for δ/h = 8.

6.4.2. Boundary Layer Recovery

Figures 6.59 through 6.63 show turbulence profiles at locations at and downstream of the cylinder’s
leading edge along the center of the cylinder for the 5 values of δ/h from δ/h = 0.5 to δ/h = 8
respectively. In the turbulence profile plots for the cases of δ/h = 0.5 and δ/h = 1 the profiles show
a higher increase in turbulence than for the larger values of δ/h. The profiles have not recovered in
any of the five cases at x/h = 40. For the cases of δ/h = 2 and greater the boundary layer profiles are
consistent with those seen for the cases of changing freestream velocity where δ/h was held constant
at 4.
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Figure 6.59 Turbulence profiles [m2/s2] normalized by U2 along the center of the cylinder
for δ/h = 0.5. (Blue dashed lines are undisturbed boundary layer)

Figure 6.60 Turbulence profiles [m2/s2] normalized by U2 along the center of the
cylinder for δ/h = 1. (Blue dashed lines are undisturbed boundary layer)

Figure 6.61 Turbulence profiles [m2/s2] normalized by U2 along the center of the
cylinder for δ/h = 2. (Blue dashed lines are undisturbed boundary layer)
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Figure 6.62 Turbulence profiles [m2/s2] normalized by U2 along the center of the
cylinder for δ/h = 4. (Blue dashed lines are undisturbed boundary layer)

Figure 6.63 Turbulence profiles [m2/s2] normalized by U2 along the center of the
cylinder for δ/h = 8. (Blue dashed lines are undisturbed boundary layer)

The Influence of Aspect Ratio on Flow Regimes

In the following simulations the Reynolds number Reh is increased by changing h between
simulations with all other parameters held constant. Table 6.3 gives the aspect ratios and their
respective Reynolds numbers. For each simulation the freestream velocity is U = 30 m/s and the
boundary layer thickness is δ = 0.1 m.
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Table 6.3

h/D

Reh

0.025

47831

0.05

95663

0.075

143494

0.1

191326

0.125

239158

6.5.1. Separation Area

Figures 6.64 through 6.73 show the wall shear stress and separation areas for each of the 5 different
cylinder heights respectively.

Figure 6.65 Area of separated flow at the
cylinders leading edge for h/D = 0.025.

Figure 6.64 Contours of streamwise component of
wall shear stress for h/D = 0.025.
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Figure 6.66 Contours of streamwise component of
wall shear stress for h/D = 0.05.

Figure 6.67 Area of separated flow at the
cylinders leading edge for h/D = 0.05.

Figure 6.68 Contours of streamwise component of
wall shear stress for h/D = 0.075.

Figure 6.69 Area of separated flow at the
cylinders leading edge for h/D = 0.075.

Figure 6.70 Contours of streamwise component of
wall shear stress for h/D = 0.1.

Figure 6.71 Area of separated flow at the
cylinders leading edge for h/D = 0.1.
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Figure 6.72 Contours of streamwise component of
wall shear stress for h/D = 0.125.

Figure 6.73 Area of separated flow at the cylinders
leading edge for h/D = 0.125.

The contour plots presented above show that the separated area increases with increasing cylinder
height. If we examine the plot of separation area against Reh in Fig. 6.74 it appears that the separated
area decreases with increasing Reh. However, this is misleading as the area from each case is
normalized on its respective cylinder height which is increasing. Figure 6.75 shows the areas
plotted against Reh and normalized on the cylinders radius R which is constant between cases. Here
we can see that the separated area is, in fact increasing with increasing cylinder height. The plots
also show that as the cylinder height is increased, the asymmetry of the results becomes more severe
on the downstream side of the cylinder. The wall shear stress on the downstream side of the cylinder
is effected by the wake of the flow which has been seen to be unstable. However, this is only a
qualitative observation and confirmation would require a matching set of transient simulations.
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Figure 6.74 Separation area normalized on h2 vs. Reynolds number with changing h.

Figure 6.75 Separation area normalized on R2 vs. Reynolds number with changing h.
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Figure 6.76 shows the coefficient of friction along the center line of the cylinder for each case and
shows that the reattachment length is also growing with increasing cylinder height. This result is
supported by previous work on forward-facing steps which have shown that the separation length
is directly dependent on the height of the step. Figure 6.77 shows the maximum separation lengths
from each case plotted against Reh. The percent of change in separation length between cases is
approximately the same as in the plot of changing separation area. This suggests that the separation
length and area are directly correlated. Figures 6.78 through 6.82 show contours of the streamwise
velocity along the center of the cylinder for the 5 cases from h/D = 0.025 to h/D = 0.125
respectively.

Figure 6.76 Streamwise component of friction coefficient along the center of the
cylinder from the leading edge to the center for 5 cylinder heights.
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Figure 6.77 Maximum separation length plotted against the Reynolds number dependent on h for 5
different cylinder heights.

Figure 6.78 Velocity contours normalized on the freestream velocity for h/D = 0.025.

Figure 6.87 Velocity contours normalized on the freestream velocity for h/D =
0.05.Figure 6.86 Velocity contours normalized on the freestream velocity for h/D =
0.025.
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Figure 6.79 Velocity contours normalized on the freestream velocity for h/D = 0.05.

Figure 6.80 Velocity contours normalized on the freestream velocity for h/D = 0.075.

Figure 6.81 Velocity contours normalized on the freestream velocity for h/D = 0.1.
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Figure 6.82 Velocity contours normalized on the freestream velocity for h/D = 0.125.

The contour plots show that the separation length scaled on h decreases as h/D is increased. Figure
6.83 shows the separated lengths from the 5 cases plotted against their respective step heights
normalized by the boundary layer thickness which is constant between cases at δ = 0.1 m. The
normalized separation lengths decrease by 27% between the first 3 cases and then 12% between
the 3rd and 4th largest step height. This suggests that while the separation length is dependent on the
height of the cylinder, it does not follow the constant proportion of xsep/h ≈ 3-4 as suggested by the
literature for forward-facing steps. For the largest cylinder case with h/D = 0.125 or h/δ = 1.25 the
normalized separation length is xsep/h = 1.36. This suggests that the growth of the separation length
is affected by the aspect ratio for a given boundary layer thickness.
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Figure 6.83 Separation length normalized on cylinder height plotted against cylinder
height normalized on a constant boundary layer thickness.

6.5.2. Boundary Layer Recovery

Figures 6.84 through 6.88 show turbulence profiles at locations at and downstream of the cylinder’s
leading edge along the center of the cylinder for the 5 values of h/D from h/D = 0.025 to h/D =
0.125 respectively. The plots show that the turbulence increases with increased cylinder height.
The boundary layer is further from recovery at the downstream edge with each successive increase
of the cylinders height.
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Figure 6.84 Turbulence profiles [m2/s2] normalized by U2 along the center of the
cylinder for h/D = 0.025. (Blue dashed lines are undisturbed boundary layer)

Figure 6.85 Turbulence profiles [m2/s2] normalized by U2 along the center of the
cylinder for h/D = 0.05. (Blue dashed lines are undisturbed boundary layer)

Figure 6.86 Turbulence profiles [m2/s2] normalized by U2 along the center of the
cylinder for h/D = 0.075. (Blue dashed lines are undisturbed boundary layer)
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Figure 6.87 Turbulence profiles [m2/s2] normalized by U2 along the center of the
cylinder for h/D = 0.1. (Blue dashed lines are undisturbed boundary layer)

Figure 6.88 Turbulence profiles [m2/s2] normalized by U2 along the center of the
cylinder for h/D = 0.125. (Blue dashed lines are undisturbed boundary layer)

Sweep Independence

The Sweep Independence Principle states that for flows in which a surface is being impinged upon
at some angle of incidence the scaling of separation characteristics is directly dependent on the
component of the freestream velocity which is normal to the surface. Hao and Wang (2013) used
LES simulation to investigate the Sweep Independence Principle as it applies to forward-facing
steps. It was shown that reattachment length, mean step-normal velocity profile, and the surfacepressure and skin friction coefficients are all sweep independent up to approximately 45° deviation
from the parallel axis of the freestream.
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In order to validate the sweep independence principle for the geometry of the cylindrical
embossment velocity profiles have been plotted over planes which are parallel to the direction of
flow and offset from the center of the cylinder. Two offsets have been chosen and represent
deviations from the centerline of θd = 15° and 30°. The data has been taken from the case with Reδ
= 123581. Figure 6.89 shows the velocity profiles normalized on the freestream velocity at 6
locations across the cylinder with sweep angles of 15° and 30°. Figure 6.90 shows the velocity
profiles normalized on the component of the velocity normal to the face of the cylinder. The plots
show that the velocities do in fact scale with the normal component of the velocity. This finding
validates the application of the sweep independence principle to cylindrical embossment.

Figure 6.89 Velocity profiles normalized on the freestream velocity at
15° (Solid Lines) and 30° (Dashed Lines). (U =20 m/s)
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Figure 6.90 Velocity profiles normalized on cylinder face normal
velocity at 15° (Solid Lines) and 30° (Dashed Lines). (U =20 m/s)

Vorticity at the Base of the Cylinder

Flow around surface-mounted obstacles is known to generate a horseshoe vortex where the base of
the obstacle meets the surface to which it is mounted. This section will investigate the vorticity in
the area around the base of the cylinder for the case with h = 0.025 m, U = 30 m/s, and δ/h = 4.
Figures 6.91 through 6.97 show contours of vorticity magnitude normalized on the velocity U and
step height h. The minimum and maximum values of the vorticity are several orders of magnitude
apart and so for clarity the contour levels have been presented on a dB scale. The results show that
while there is an increase in vorticity around the base of the cylinder it is at a maximum above the
surface of the cylinder. In Fig. 6.96 the contours show that the vorticity is greatest in the circulation
on top of the cylinder. Figure 6.97 shows the vorticity in the plane normal to the y3 - direction. The
highest level of 22 dB is seen directly adjacent to the corner of the leading edge of cylinder.
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Figure 6.91 Contours of vorticity magnitude in dB normalized on the
freestream velocity U and step height h at 0.2h above the plate.

Figure 6.92 Contours of vorticity magnitude in dB normalized on the
freestream velocity U and step height h at 0.4h above the plate.
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Figure 6.93 Contours of vorticity magnitude in dB normalized on the
freestream velocity U and step height h at 0.6h above the plate.

Figure 6.94 Contours of vorticity magnitude in dB normalized on the
freestream velocity U and step height h at 0.8h above the plate.
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Figure 6.95 Contours of vorticity magnitude in dB normalized on the
freestream velocity U and step height h at h above the plate.

Figure 6.96 Contours of vorticity magnitude in dB normalized on the
freestream velocity U and step height h at 1.04h above the plate.
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Figure 6.97 Contours of vorticity magnitude in dB normalized on the freestream velocity U and
step height h along the center of the cylinder.

Results and Discussion

RANS simulations performed using OpenFOAM were executed for 15 different cases. The
freestream velocity, the boundary layer thickness, and the height of the cylinder were each given 5
different values. These cases were compared in order to determine the dependence of the leading
edge separation area on these specific flow parameters. The separation are is not a closed contour
and is therefore difficult to define. The area where the streamwise component of the wall shear
stress on the top of the cylinder was chosen to represent a measure of the separation which will
scale with the flow, although it does not represent the separated area exactly. The first parameter
tested was the freestream velocity which was increased from 20 m/s to 60 m/s by increments of 10
m/s. The separation area was measured by considering the area on the top of the cylinder which
had negative values of wall shear stress. For the increasing freestream velocities the separated area
was seen to decrease with increasing Reynolds number but only very slightly. The change between
cases is small enough to consider that the separated area is not dependent on the freestream velocity.
The boundary layer was not shown to be fully recovered on the top of the cylinder based on the
examination of turbulence profiles at the center line of the cylinder downstream of the separation
area. The turbulence profiles had begun to recover but did not return to equilibrium before reaching
the downstream edge of the cylinder. This was expected as Awasthi et al (2011) showed that the
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boundary layer downstream of a forward-facing step was not recovered at 148 step heights
downstream of the leading edge. Similar observations were made for the cases with increasing
boundary layer thickness. For the cases where the boundary layer was considerably larger than the
cylinder height the change in Reynolds number had very little effect on the results. Again, the size
of the separation area was seen to decrease as the Reynolds number increased but only by very
small amounts. In the simulations with increasing cylinder height the size of the separation area
was shown to be directly dependent on the height of the cylinder as it is with forward-facing steps.
Unlike, forward-facing steps the separation length was not approximately 3h for each case.
In addition to the 15 cases presented above the vorticity around the base of the cylinder with h/D =
0.025 and Reδ = 185372 was examined in order to determine whether it might be a significant
source of noise. The results showed that while there is significant vorticity in the vicinity of the
base of the cylinder it is negligible when compared with the vorticity generated in the separation
area on the top of the cylinder. Howe (1998) discussed vorticity as a sound source. It is stated that
at low Mach numbers the flow can be considered incompressible and the Biot-Savart law can be
used to express the velocity in terms of vorticity. In this way the quadrupole term in Lighthill’s
acoustic analogy can be considered in terms of the vorticity. This suggests that there is a direct
correlation between the emission of sound from a flow and the amount of vorticity within it. Later
it will be shown that this area of high vorticity represents the area where the greatest amount of
sound is being generated.
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7. FAR-FIELD SOUND LEVEL PREDICTIONS

The prediction model for a forward-facing step presented by Glegg et al (2014) has been applied
to a cylindrical embossment. The similarity between the separation area on a forward-facing step
and the leading edge of a cylindrical embossment suggests that they will have similar sound
profiles. If the cylindrical embossment is divided into small enough segments and each segment is
considered as a swept step with a finite length then the sum of the individual segments will give
the noise from the cylinder. This section will show the steps needed to apply the prediction scheme
given above to the cylindrical embossment. It will show how the surface integral in Eq. (4.1) will
change to include the surfaces of the cylinder, how the individual segments will be considered and
summed, and how the prediction model for the step fits into the new terms for the cylinder.
Application to a 3D Cylinder

For a cylindrical step, as shown in Fig. 6.1, with its axis aligned with the y2 direction, and y1 =
Rcos y3 = Rsin the normal directions along the sides of the cylinder will be a function of θ.
The acoustic field can then be specified as the sum of two surface integrals, the first defined by the
surface Sf is on the side of the cylinder and the second, defined by the surface ST, includes the top
of the cylinder y2 = h and the plate surface where y2 = 0 . This gives
G  x | y  
G  x | y 
 G  x | y 
p  x,      p  y,   
n1  
n3  dS   p  y,  
n2 dS
y1
y3
y2


Sf
ST

(7.1)

ni   cos   ,1,sin   

By choosing the Greens function defined in Eq. 3.17 the integral over the surface where y2 = 0 is
eliminated because ∂G/∂y2 = 0 on y2 = 0.
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Then, in cylindrical coordinates, we have:
2 h
 G  x | y 
G  x | y 

p s  x ,      p  y ,    
cos   
sin   dy2 ad
y1
y3

 Ra
0 0


G  x | y  
    p  y ,  
RdRd

y2
 y2  h
0 0
2 a

(7.2)

where a is the radius of the cylinder and R is the radial coordinate. The first integral is evaluated
along R = a, and the second integral is evaluated on y2 = h.
Summing of Uncorrelated Sources

To simplify the analysis we will assume that the pressure fluctuations are concentrated around the
outer rim and vertical face of the cylinder, and are only locally correlated. This implies that we can
treat the integral about the circumference as the sum of a set of N locally correlated sources, and
write
N  n  / 2 h



G  x | y 

n 1  n  / 2 0



y1

ps  x,   
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G  x | y 
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 R  a


G  x | y  
     p  y ,  
RdRd

y2
n 1  n  / 2 0 
 y2  h
N  n  / 2 a

(7.3)

where n=n and =2π/N and we will choose N to match the correlation lengthscale of the
problem. The advantage of taking this approach is that we can now apply the far-field
approximation to the Greens function for each segment of the surface. The far-field approximation
gives the propagation distance from each segment as

r  rn 

( x1  a cos  n )( y1  a cos  n ) x2 y2 ( x3  a sin  n )( y3  a sin  n )


rn
rn
rn

rn  (( x1  a cos  n ) 2  x2 2  ( x3  a sin  n ) 2 )1/ 2
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and similarly for the image sources with y2 replaced by –y2. This allows the Greens functions to be
defined as
ikr
G  ik  a cos n  x1  e n

y1 
2 rn2

 kx eikrn
G
  2 2
y2
 2 rn


 ky2 x2   ik ( y1  a cosn )( x1  a cosn )/ rn ik ( y3  a sin n )( x3  a sin n )/ rn
 cos 
e
 rn 
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 sin 
e
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y3 
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The Acoustically Compact Segment

We next make the assumption that the segments are acoustically compact so that we may ignore
any phase variation over each segment when evaluating the surface integrals. This allows us to take
the Greens functions outside of the surface integrals so
h
n
N
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y2  h

The Source Terms

In previous work (Glegg et al (2014)) it was assumed that the force per unit span on the front face
of the step is equal to the force per unit span on the top face of the step. Consequently we can define
the force per unit span on each segment of the cylinder as

R
F ( , )    p  y,    R  a dy2    p  y,    y  h   dR
2
a
0
0
h

a
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(7.6)

where the first integral refers to the step face and the second to the top surface of the step. Using
this to replace the integrals in Eq. (7.10) gives the far field pressure as
N
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The Far-field Spectral Density

The next step is to define the power spectrum of the acoustic field defined as
S pp (x,  ) 


T

Ex | ps (x,  ) |2 

(7.8)

This will depend on

S FF  n ,   



 n  / 2  m  / 2

T n  / 2



Ex[ F ( n ,  ) F * ( n ,  )]a 2 d n d n

 m  / 2

which is the double integral of the cross spectrum of the force per unit span. Note that we have
allowed for the range of the integration to be different for  and ’. However if we take the
increment in angle to be large enough that the spanwise range of the integration exceeds the
correlation length scale, then we can model this function as

SFF (n ,  )  S ff (n ,  ) a mn

(7.9)

where Sff (,n) is the spectrum of the unsteady force per unit span at the angle n and ℓ is the
spanwise correlation length scale. We then obtain
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It should be noted that the directionality term βn suggests that the face and top of the step are
correlated and in phase which may not necessarily be correct since the two forces may be
uncorrelated. However this is inconsequential as the two forces are in quadrature and so the same
result would be the same if the two forces are completely uncorrelated.
Prediction Formula

Since the spectrum of the force is unknown unless it has been measured it must be estimated. Using
the results discussed in Chapters 4 and 5 we can estimate the loading per unit span as
S ff  n ,   a 

 2 L K s a (  oU n2 ) 2 h

U (1  ( / U ) 2 )

(7.11)

Applying this empirical fit for the forward-facing step, to the theory developed for the cylinder
gives the far-field sound as
N

G pp  x, f   
n 1

(k )2 K s a( oU n2 ) 2 h

 2 rn 

2

U n (1  ( / U n ) 2 )

 n 
2

(7.12)

where Un is the mean flow speed that applies at each location along the step. It has been shown by
Hao and Wang (2013) that this velocity should be chosen as the flow velocity normal to the step
face, and so in principle Un=Uscosn where Us is the flow speed of the approaching flow. The
following sections will describe the experiments which were performed by Awasthi (2015), the
measurements made, and apply the prediction to the measured spectra.
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Experimental Arrangement

Awasthi (2015) performed Experimental measurements in the Virginia Tech Stability Wind
Tunnel. The wind tunnel is capable of reaching Reynolds numbers up to 5×106 and can operate in
anechoic configuration. In the anechoic configuration the walls of the test section are composed of
tightly stretched Kevlar fabric which is acoustically transparent. Outside the side walls of the test
section are two anechoic chambers. In the present study one of the side walls was replaced with a
solid wall on which the boundary layer could grow and the cylinder could be mounted. Figure 7.1
shows a photograph of the wind tunnel in the semi-anechoic configuration before the cylinder has
been mounted. The undisturbed boundary layer thickness for the 9.5 mm trip used in this
experiment were measured by Awasthi et al (2014) and are approximately 97 mm and 95 mm for
freestream velocities of 30m/s and 60m/s respectively.

Figure 7.1 Anechoic test section of Virginia Tech Stability Wind Tunnel in semi-anechoic
false wall configuration for boundary layer noise measurements.
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The cylinder’s height was 25.4 mm with a diameter of 914.4 mm giving it an aspect ratio of 0.027.
Figure 7.2 shows the cylinder mounted on the false wall of the facility. The Reynolds numbers
based on the cylinder’s height were between 31.6×103 and 94.9×103 for freestream velocities
between 20 m/s and 60 m/s. Reynolds numbers based on the cylinder’s diameter were between
1.1×106 and 3.4×106.

Figure 7.2 Cylindrical embossment installed on the false wall of Virginia Tech
Stability Wind Tunnel.
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The far-field sound measurements were made using a phased array containing 117 microphones.
Figure 7.3(a) shows a photograph of the phased array and Fig. 7.3(b) shows the phased array as it
was installed in the anechoic chamber opposite the false wall with the cylinder. A more detailed
description of the wind tunnel and this experimental setup can be found in Bryan et al (2015).

(a)

(b)

Figure(a)
7.3 Phased array for far field sound measurement. (a)(b)
Microphones arranged in spiral arms,
(b) Phased array installed in the port side anechoic chamber directly facing the false wall.

Figure 7.3 Phased array for far

(b)

field 7.4
sound
measurement.
Acoustic
Measurements
Figure
Sound
source maps at(a)f

(b)

Microphones arranged in spiral
= 2 kHz and 𝑈∞ = 60 m/s for
Using a deconvolution-procedure,
Awasthi
arms, (b) Phased array installed
in (2015) further cleaned the beamformed maps by
cylindrical
embossment.
(a)
rejecting background
noise.
Finally, chamber
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the port side
anechoic
Beamformed map, (b) Post degives the sound
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directlyspectrum.
facing
theFigure
false wall.
(a) shows an example of a beamformed map at 2 kHz
convolution
background
rejected
frequency and freestream velocity of 60m/s before the background noise had been rejected. Figure
sound source map with integration
7.4(a) includes the integrated region of interest and the location of the cylinder inside this region.
region shown.(a)
Figure 7.4(b) shows the same map after the background noise has been rejected. This map shows
that the leading edge of the cylinder is the location of the strongest source of sound. Maps generated
for frequencies throughout the spectrum also show the leading edge to be the dominant source of
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sound. This location is in agreement with the separation zone shown by the RANS simulations.
The simulation shows that the separation zone nearly spans the entirety of the leading edge and this
is consistent with the size of the source given by the phased array data. Figure 6.81 showed that the
vorticity of the flow is also concentrated in this area.

Figure 7.4 Sound source maps at f = 2 kHz and 𝑼∞ = 60 m/s for cylindrical
embossment. (a) Beamformed map, (b) Post de-convolution background
rejected sound source map with integration region shown.

Figure 7.5 shows the integrated sound spectrum for the embossment at 4 different freestream
velocities of 30, 40, 50 and 60 m/s. These spectra are shown only between 800 Hz and 10 kHz due
to low SNR outside this range. The spectra are consistent through the low-frequency range and
begin to decay slowly into the high-frequency range where the directionality of the sound causes a
trough in the sound levels at approximately 7 kHz. For each increment of 10 m/s in flow speed the
sound level increases by approximately 6 dB. Figure 7.6 shows the spectra from the cylinder with
levels normalized on the flow speed and the height of the step as suggested by Catlett et al (2014).
The spectra do not collapse consistently on this scaling and there is a 2 dB increment between each
flow speed, which will be discussed in more detail below. The frequencies in Fig. 7.6 have been
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scaled on the speed of sound instead of the freestream velocities. Scaling on the freestream
velocities would cause the spectra to shift apart from one another making them more difficult to
compare as shown in Fig. 7.7.

Figure 7.5 Spectra of sound from integrated phased array measurements for four
different flow speeds at an angle of 84° above the streamwise center line of the cylinder.
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Figure 7.6 Spectra from the cylinder with levels normalized on flow speed and step
height and frequency normalized on boundary layer thickness and sound speed.

Figure 7.7 Spectra from the cylinder with levels normalized on flow speed and step
height and frequency normalized on boundary layer thickness and flow speed.
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Results and Discussion

The result given by Eq. (7.12) shows that the sound field caused by flow over the cylindrical
embossment can be estimated from the sound field radiation by a forward-facing step if the Sweep
Independence principle is used. The acoustic source distribution on the cylinder can then be
considered as the sum of N uncorrelated sources, which behave like forward-facing steps with a
flow speed equal to the flow speed in the normal direction. The empirical fit given in Chapter 5 can
then be applied to the individual segments and the far-field sound is then given by the sum of the
contributions from the small segments. The prediction given by Eq. (7.12) has been applied to
spectra presented in Fig. 7.8 with ℓ𝐾𝑠 = 9 x 10-1. In Fig. 7.9, the exponent of the spectral shape
given in Eq. (7.12) has been changed from 7/3 to 11/6 and ℓ𝐾𝑠 = 1.25 x 10 -1. The results show that
α = 11/6 gives a better match to the slope of the spectra. This is consistent with the findings for the
forward-facing step found in Chapter 5.
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Figure 7.8 Prediction given by Eq. (7.12) compared with measured spectra (Predictions are
dashed lines).

Figure 7.9 Prediction given by Eq. (7.12) with spectral shape exponent of 11/6 compared
with measured spectra (Predictions are dashed lines).
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The prediction shows good agreement in the low-frequency range, especially for lower freestream
velocities. The slope of the spectral shape decreases as the velocity decreases and the prediction
deviates from the measured spectra by up to 3 dB at the highest speed. This is thought to be caused
by a Reynolds number effect. In the high-frequency range the directionality of the sound becomes
apparent and causes the dip at 7 kHz that is consistent at all flow speeds. However, the dip in the
directionality is more pronounced than the measurements suggest.
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8. SUMMARY

The Forward-Facing Step

This dissertation has examined the scaling of sound from forward-facing steps in the context of the
prediction scheme given in Glegg et al (2014). The work of Catlett et al (2014) showed that the
most effective scaling for step noise is one in which the level of the sound is scaled on the flow
speed and step height while the frequencies are scaled on the boundary layer thickness of the
incoming turbulent flow. This suggests that the sound level is directly related to height of the step
and that the frequencies are dependent on the incoming characteristics of the flow.
Ji and Wang (2010) used numerical simulation to measure the sound radiation from flow over
forward-facing steps. It was shown that the sound spectra for the two largest steps presented in Ji
and Wang (2010) collapse well on this scaling given by Catlett et al (2014) for the middle and highfrequency ranges although the lowest frequencies do not collapse well. The reason for the lack of
collapse in the low-frequency range is thought to be a consequence of the computational domain
of the simulation being too narrow to resolve the acoustic wave lengths of the low-frequency noise.
LES simulations require a great deal of computational resource. The increase in domain size that
would be necessary to accommodate the low-frequency sound may be outside the reasonable limits
of this technology as it stands at this time. Although this method of investigating the sound from a
flow is popular, this finding implies that the exploration of other methods for the investigation of
flow noise are important and should be pursued in parallel with this technique.
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The prediction model outlined in Glegg et al (2014) was updated to employ the mixed scaling given
by Catlett et al (2014). The original model scaled both the sound level and the frequencies of the
sound on the step height. In this dissertation it has been applied to the far-field spectral data from
Catlett et al (2014) and Ji and Wang (2010). The prediction showed good agreement with Catlett’s
data. The directionality term was able to predict the change in spectral shape between observer
angles although it under predicted the dip in the spectra at high-frequency for observer angles near
the direction normal to the step. This suggests that the forces on the face and top of the step may
not be equal and that directionality of the prediction formula should be explored further.
When individual observer angles were considered over changing step heights it was seen that the
slope of the spectra changes between observer angles. The observer angle of 51.5° showed a greater
low-frequency content than the other three observer angles. The microphone used to make the
measurements at 51.5° was angled toward the upstream direction. These measurements may
include some noise from the wall jet itself which would explain the increased low-frequency
content.
The slope of the predicted spectra is controlled by the exponent of the spectral shape α as presented
in Eq. (5.7). When the prediction was applied to the results from Ji and Wang (2010) it was seen
that α = 3 gave a better fit to the data. An examination of the upstream surface pressure spectra
from the two experiments showed that the slope of the upstream surface pressure spectra did not
correlate with the slope of the far-field sound spectra. This is consistent with the conclusions of
Chapter 4 which state that the noise from the step is not consistent with the upstream surface
pressure spectra. However, this conflicts with the use of the boundary layer thickness in the
frequency scaling of the prediction formula which suggests that the upstream characteristics are
relevant to the noise. In the cases studied the boundary layer thickness was unchanged between
measurements. If the sound is not dependent on the boundary layer thickness then there must be
another parameter which does not change between comparisons which scales the frequencies.
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Further studies should be conducted to investigate the dependence of the sound on the boundary
layer thickness and shed more light on this subject.
Details of the Steady Flow around a Cylindrical Embossment

RANS simulations have shown that the cylindrical embossment has a separation zone at the leading
edge which is similar to that of the forward-facing step. Past studies have shown that in the case
of flow of a forward-facing step, separation at the leading edge is the dominant source of sound. In
order to understand how the separation area on the cylinder depends on the parameters of the flow
a range of simulations with Reynolds numbers have been carried out. Three parameters thought to
have influence on this separation area have been adjusted over five cases for each parameter. In
each simulation the reattachment length was measured by the point at which the wall shear stress
returned to a positive value. Five cases with Reδ were executed with the boundary layer thickness
and cylinder height held constant and the flow velocity increased from 20 m/s to 60 m/s by
increments of 10 m/s it was seen that the separation area is Reynolds number independent in this
range meaning that the separation length did not change between cases. This is consistent with
previous studies on forward-facing steps which state that the separation area scales on the step
height.
Five cases with Reδ were executed with the flow speed held constant and the boundary thickness
increased by multiples of the step height. It was shown that for cases where the boundary layer
thickness was more than twice the size of the cylinder the separation area was independent of Re δ.
For boundary layer thicknesses below this regime the separation area was larger for smaller
boundary layer thicknesses. This suggests that for cylinder heights larger than half the of boundary
layer thickness the separation area does not scale on the cylinder height.
Five more cases were carried out with Reh incremented by steps of h. It was shown that the separated
area is dependent on the height of the cylinder. The reattachment length increased with an increase
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in cylinder height although it did not increase with a constant ratio of xsep/h = 3 to 4 as expected.
The reattachment length changed by 27% between the smaller cylinder heights of h = 0.025 m to h
= 0.075. The change became less between the larger heights. As the cylinder height was increased
the ratio of the boundary layer thickness to the cylinder height fell below δ/h = 2. The study of
changing boundary layer thickness showed that the separation area does not scale on the cylinder
height in this regime. Further studies on this subject should examine a range of smaller cylinder
heights submerged in a large boundary layer in order to understand these changes better.
Sweep Independence was verified at angles of 15° and 30° for the case of Reδ = 123581. Velocity
profiles at 6 locations were seen to collapse on the component of velocity normal to the face of the
cylinder. This result was very important as the prediction method for the cylinder is directly
dependent on it. It is also important as it shows that the sweep independence principle may be valid
for geometries which are more complex than a simple swept step. If the cylindrical embossment is
sweep independent then other geometries such as a step with a sinusoidal face might also be.
Exploring the limits of sweep independence is important to the field of aeroacoustics so that it can
be confidently applied to future problems.
The vorticity in the vicinity of the cylinder was examined for the case of Reδ = 185372. It was seen
that while there is vorticity around the base of the cylinder it is not significant when compared with
the vorticity in the separation region on the top of the cylinder. The point of greatest vorticity
magnitude was shown to be located directly adjacent to the leading edge of the cylinder. Howe
(1998) suggests that there is a direct correlation between the emission of sound from a flow and the
amount of vorticity within it. This is an interesting finding as it directly supports the theory for the
sound from the cylinder being considered as a sum of point sources at the leading edge. The
beamforming maps presented in Section 7.9 show that the greatest sound source is located directly
over the center of the leading edge of the cylinder which also supports the findings of the RANS
simulation and the theory of a point source at the corner.
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Predicting the Noise from a Cylindrical Embossment

The prediction model presented in Glegg et al (2014) for a forward-facing step has been adapted
to the case of the cylindrical embossment. Given the similarity of the separation area at the leading
edge of the cylinder and the forward-facing step, it has been hypothesized that if the Sweep
Independence Principle is applicable to the geometry then the acoustic source distribution on the
cylinder can be considered as the sum of N uncorrelated sources, which behave like forward-facing
steps. The far-field sound from the cylindrical embossment is calculated using Lighthill’s acoustic
analogy, Curle’s theorem, and an appropriate Green’s function. The pressure is considered as the
sum of the contributions from the top and face of the cylinder. Glegg et al (2014) assumes that the
forces on the top and face of the forward-facing step are equal and correlated. The same assumption
is made in the present study for the cylinder. The far-field sound pressure as a function of frequency
and observer location is then given by the sum of N contributions from the top and face of the step
multiplied by the integral of the force per unit span as a function of angular position and frequency.
The spectrum of the pressure is then calculated by the double integral of the force per unit span.
Since the forcing on the surfaces of the step are unknown unless they can be measured they must
be estimated. This is done using an empirical fit to experimental data. The empirical fit is an
equation for the spectral shape and directionality accompanied by the appropriate scaling terms.
This takes the place of the spectrum of the force per unit span discussed above and predicts the
spectrum of the far-field sound from the cylindrical embossment.
The prediction was compared to spectral data measured in the Virginia Tech anechoic wind tunnel.
The prediction did not give good agreement when applied directly. However, when the spectral
shape exponent α was adjusted from 7/3 to 11/6 the prediction was in very good agreement with
the exception of some under prediction of the dip in the spectra at high-frequencies caused by the
directionality. The change in slope between the predictions for forward-facing steps was discussed
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in Chapter 5. It was stated that change in slope was likely the cause of spurious noise in the
measured spectra for an observer angle of 51.5°.
This prediction for the sound from a cylindrical embossment has achieved good agreement with
the available measurements. In order to continue this study more measurements are needed and
should include cases for a range of aspect ratios, boundary layer thicknesses, and observer angles
both in line with freestream direction and at angels away from its parallel. With this information a
better understanding of the scaling of the sound and its directionality might be achieved.
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9. CONCLUSIONS

The sound prediction scheme presented in Glegg et al (2014) has been applied to a cylindrical
embossment. RANS simulation has shown that the leading edge of the cylinder has a separation
zone similar to that of a forward-facing step. With this similarity and the application of the sweep
independence principle, a prediction method for the sound radiation from flow over a cylindrical
embossment has been developed. The approach is to separate the edge of the cylinder into elements
which behave as forward-facing steps with an angle of incidence relative to the flow. The sum of
the sources over the surfaces of the cylinder then give the total sound field. The application of an
empirical fit to the sound spectra for flow over a forward-facing step gives the spectral shape and
scaling of the sound from the cylinder. The major conclusions of this dissertation are presented
below.


A mixed scaling which scales sound levels on the height h and frequencies on the boundary
layer thickness δ has been shown to be the most appropriate scaling for the sound
from a forward-facing step.



RANS simulations have shown that the separation area at the leading edge of the
cylindrical embossment is similar to the forward-facing step.



RANS simulations have shown that the separation area on top of the cylindrical
embossment is independent of Reδ for cases in which the cylinder was at least 50%
smaller than height of the boundary layer. However, the separation area was
proportional to Reh.



While there is an increase in vorticity around the base of the cylinder it is at a maximum
above the surface of the cylinder. The highest level is seen directly adjacent to the corner
of the leading edge of cylinder.



Phased array measurements taken in an anechoic wind tunnel have shown that the leading
edge separation zone is the dominant source of sound throughout the frequency spectrum.
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The phased array data has been integrated to give the spectrum of the sound which has a
spectral shape similar to that of an axial dipole aligned with the flow.



Spectral data for a cylinder which has an aspect ratio of 1/36 was recorded at four different
flow speeds of 30, 40, 50, and 60 m/s. Predictions compared with the spectra show good
agreement in the low-frequency range, but under predict the dip in the spectra at 7 kHz.

In the future, studies on scaling should focus on the effect of boundary layer thickness on the sound
from forward-facing steps. The directionality term presented in Section 5.3 warrants further
investigation in order to improve the prediction at high-frequencies. Future studies on the flow
around a cylindrical embossment should expand on the range of aspect ratios and boundary layer
thickness to step height ratios given in the present study. More information is needed in this area
to clearly understand the effect of these parameters on the separation zone at the leading edge of
the cylinder. The sound from the cylindrical embossment should be investigated at a range of aspect
ratios, boundary layer thicknesses, and observer angles both in line with freestream direction and
at angels away from its parallel in order to better understand of the scaling of the sound and its
directionality.
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